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JUVENILES AND DANGEROUS DRUGS

THURSDAY, JANUARY 28, 1982

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

SuBcohnetrrza ON JUVENILE JUSTICE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9 a.m., in room 5110, Dirksen Senate
Office Building, Hon. Arlen Specter (chairman of the'subcommit-
tee) presiding.

Stafkpresent: Kevin Mills, counyl to the subcommittee.

OPENING STATEMENT OF IQ4RLEN SPECTER, A U.S. SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA, CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMIT-
TEE ON JUVENILE JUSTICE
Senator SPECTER. Good morning, ladies and gentlemen. I would

like to begin the hearing promptly bec:ause after the scheduling of
this hearing, a joint session of Congress was scheduled, which con-
venes at 11 today and will require the adjournment of this hearing
at approximately 10:15. We have a sizable list of witnesses who
have come from far and wide on a very important subject, so I
would like to move right agead.

The subject that we are inquiring intoloday on the Juvenile Jup-
tice Subcommittee is the impact of drugs on Juvenile crime. This is
a continuation of our interest, reflected during several hearings we
held during 1981, looking to see if we could identify the causes of
juvenile crime, in an effort to try to direct our efforts through ap-
propriate, remedial legislation.

There is no question about juvenile crime being violent in and of
itself. As important, is the fact that juvenile crime can be part of a
cycle, which all too often produces adult career criminals. If we can

\ find some way to deal with ,this problem when the juvenile ,delin-
quent first begins turning toward unlawful activity, then we could
really make an enormous contribution to solving the problem of
crime in this country.

It is well recognized that drugs are a major contributing cause of
juvenile misconduct, juvenile delinquency and ultimately juvenile
crime. The inquiries into the drug problem have been going on for
a very long time, a couple of decades a least, and very little prog-
ress has been made in finding answers to the problems, in terms of
early detection or therapy for the addicts, in terms of investigation,
prosecution and sentencing of the offenders, in terms of limiting
the flow of drugs from foreign countries.

It is a vast subject and my sense is that we are in need of a
master plan. A great many of us are working on the problem and
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perhaps this subcommittee can make a significant contribution in
this line.

Our chief counsel together with his able staff have lined up an
impressive array of witnesses today, as usual.

Our first witness is Mr. Abe Po Ilin, owner of the Washington
Bullets basketball team. Mr. Po Ilin, we very much appreciate your
taking the time to join us. I note that you came from Philadelphia
to Washington, and with substantial success. I hope that is a prece-
dent which may be followed by others of us who follow the same
path. We welcome you here. I understand that you have some sig-
nificant experiences with the Washington Bullets, to share with us
in terms of your own experience not necessarily your winning
streak on the court but perhaps your winning attitude AS to how to
solve the problem of drug addiction.

We thank you for joining us. We would be pleased to hear from
you.

STATEMENT OF ABE,POLLIN, OWNER, WASHINGTON BULLETS
BASKETBALL TEAM

Mr. POLLIN. Good morning. I thought it would be appropriate for
me to come this morning because maybe we could add some insight
as to how one deals with the problem of drugs when one is discov-
ered in your family.

We at the Capital Centre, which includes the Bullets, the Cap-
itals and the staff of the Capital Centre, consider ourselves the
Capital Centre family, and we try to act in a way that shows that
we really care for each other, and that's been that way for the last
8 years, since we opened the Capital Centre.

Recently a member of the Washington Bullets, it became public
knowledge that he had been involved and has a problem with
drugs. The management was made aware of this situation not too
many months ago, and we had a meeting with him and with his
advisers, and our tack was that this was a member of our family
who had problems and that we would do everything and all that
we could to close ranks, if you will, and to aid him and to help him
overcome his problem.

That we have done. His problem became public knowledge about
a Month, 3 or 4 weeks ago, I guess, or maybe less than that, and we
have publicly stood by him. We intend to. He.is a very fine young
man and we feel that his problem can and will be overcome.

So we have joined ranks, the teammates on his team and all the
people who are involved with him and who know him, including
his college coach and all his friends, who are rallying behind him
and giving him added support. And we are very hopeful that that
will in fact mean that he will overcome his problem.

Senator SPECTER. What is there to be learned from the experi-
ence that John .Lucas has had in terms of getting into the drug
habit? How did it happen?

Mr. POLLIN. I really do not know, Senator. I do not know how it
happened. I think one of the things that John was doing, was
really, I think, kidding himself and kidding the people around him
for a long time, and not admitting his problem. I think once he got
to the point of admitting his problem and coming out with it, first

\
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to his teammates, his coach, myself and others, and then eventual-
ly to the general public, I think he was well on his way to the solu-
tion of his problem. I really do not know when and how it started.

Senator SPECTER. Well, he is quoted in the Washington Post as
saying, "My problem started last year when I was depressed about
a lot of things. I don't want to keep doing it because it's gotten me
into a lot of trouble. I know now that it's time for me to make
myself stop."

Well, if we cannot identify the catNf, and of course there are
varied causes with each individual, what can we learn from the
family experience, as you put it, of the Washington Bullets, in
trying to help a family member with this problem?

Mr. -Num. I think what we can learn is that if a mernhfer of our
family gets in trouble, and in this case gets in,trouble with drugs, I
think ,the thing that we ought to do is rally, show support, love,
caring, rather than some families; where the member who has
gotten in trouble is sort of shunned aside and put aside. And I
think that is not the way to solve it.

think at this point, that particular party who has problems
needs the support and needs the extra love and the extra caring of
people around him, dnd I think that is the part that I really
wanted to emphasize.

Senator SPECTER. Well, that makes good sense. As the owner and
the coach and the players say to him, John, we understand your
problems. we want to help you, then what comes next in terms of
the help?

Mr. POLLIN. I think really it has to come from the inner strength
of John Lucas, which I think he is now displaying. He is under
therapy: He has everybody pulling for. him. Everybody is aware of
his problem. And he is doing what he can. I have great confidence
that he will overcome his problem, with all that support.

Senator SPECTER. How have the drugs affected him physically?
Mr. POLLIN. It is amazing from the standpoint of his play on the

court. He has not been affected. He has occasionally, when he has
been involved, he would miss a practice. I think he missed one
game for us. I know in the past he missed some games with his pre-
vious team, the Golden State Warriors, and I think they became
disenchanted with his performance.

Senator SPECTER. Was that occasion caused by drug usage?
Mr. POLLIN. The explanation was not drugs, but I would suspect

that it was. I do not think that he admitted it at that time, but as I
say, he has admitted it now.

Senator SPECTER. And you say he has only missed one game?
Mr. POLLIN. For us, this year, correct.
Senator SPECTER. And he has played through on the current

string of successes?
Mr. Num. Yes, he has played very well. And as a matter of

fact, one of our other players who is the other point guard that we
have is injured, and John, to show the kind of human being he is,
the other night, two nights ago, -we had a very important game
against Chicago. The other player, Frank Johnson, who is the'only
other guard who can play the position, was hurt and could not
play, and John, on his way to practice, was in a rather serious
automobile accident. It cut up his head pretty badly. He needed
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stitches in his leg. And to show the kind of stuff that is in him, he
caxne and played with those injuries and played exceedingly well
and we won the game.

So he is a very special young man with a lot of courage.
Senator SPECTER. Have you had any discussions with him about

his status as a role model for youngsters?
Mr. POWN. Yes, I have briefly, and he understands that ath-

letes, either professional or amateur, who are well known and
looked upon as role models by the youngsters, have really a special
place to play in American life, and therefore they have a special
responsibility. He understands that.

Senator SPECTER. And does he acknowledge a responsibility to
youngsters to try to set an example for them?

Mr. PowN. Yes, he does.
Senator SPECTER: May I ask you what the response of the NBA,

the league, has been to the problem? Is there any imminent danger
of its acting on the matter?

Mr. POLLIN. They have interviewed him. Theyhave their own se-
curity forces and he has spent a day I think last week being inter-
viewed by the Commissioner, and they of course are very aware of
the problem and what it could do. Therefore, they have to be very
cautious. But they have agreed that he would be allowed to contin-
ue playing as long as he is on this special program, which he is on,
to overcome his problem.

I had a personal conversation with the Commissioner and he
knows of my own interest in the case and he knows of the interest
of everyone in Washington who surrounds John and is trying to
help him, so he is allowed to continue playing.

Senator SPECTER. Mr. Po Ilin, would you have any broader sugges-
tions for this subcommittee as to how to deal with' the drug prob-
lem and juveniles?

Mr. POLLIN. Well, I would repeat, just from the experience that I
have had with John, that obviously he is not out of the woods yet
I think he will bebut my experience has been that when a person
gets into drug problems, what they need is honesty in admitting
the problem, and then when they do that I think what they need is
support from those around them, those who love them, those who
care about them. And I think with the added support and the
added love and the added caring, I think it will go a long way
toward helping them overcome the problems.

Senator SPECTER. Mr. Pollin, are you at liberty to tell us about
the nature of the therapy that John Lucas is undertaking at the
present time?

Mr. POLLIN. No, I'm not.
Senator SPECTER. Well, we very much appreciate your coming,

Mr. Pollin. We kciow how busy ycru are. Although you do not play
any games at 9 a.m., and probably do not even practice at 9 a.m.,
we know you have many other things to occupy your time and we
are grateful to you.

We would appreciate it if you would stay in touch with us in
terms of the progress of John Lucas.

Mr. PowN. I certainly will.
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Senator SPECTER. And you understand what our lines of interest
are, and to the extent that you can be of assistance to us, we would
bevvery grateful to you. Thank you very much.

Mr. POLLIN. Thank you, Senator.
Senator SPecTER. I would like to call next the Honorable Janet

Reno, the State attorney from Dade County, Fla. Attorney Reno,
We welcome you here.

I note from your resume that subsequent to appointment by the
Governor, you have been twice elected to the position of State at-
torney, running unopposed in 1980. I note your law degree from
Harvard Law School and your positions as staff director for the
House Judiciary/ Committee of Florida; administrative assistant,
State attorney for Dade County; your service on the Governor's
Council for the Prosecution of Organized Cri e, of which you were

"the president; and your participation with t e American Bar Asso-
ciation Institute of Judicial Administration's Juvenile Justice
Standards Commission from 1973 to 1976.

Ms. Reno, we are focussing on the problems of juveniles and
drugs, but I would be very interested in your views not only on
that subject, but generally on the problems of violent crime, prob-
lems of criminal repeaterti, problems of the importation of drugs,
from the vantage point you have, which is a very unique one.

STATEMENT OF HON. JANET RENO, STATE ATTORNEY, Ilth
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT, DADE COUNTY, FLA.

Ms. RENO. Thank you, Senator. My mother said nobody ran be-
cause nobody wanted the job at that particular time.

I have had an opportunity to review Senate bills 1688,-1689 and
1690 that you have introduced, and I would like to direct my com-
ments to those first.

Senator SPECTER. Thank you.
Ms. RENO. I think they are excellent bills. Street and violent

crime is no longer just a State problem. 'The career criminal that is
created on the streets of New York becomes our career criminal in
prison iri Florida. America is mobile, it is on the move, and I think
the thrust of these bills ie excellent for, they recognize these facts.

I think they are important also when I look at all the power and
force of the Federal Government and the excellence of U.S. attor-
neys and Federal courts. I wonder, sometimes, why these resources
are not committed to really what is the most rierious problem in
America, violent crime. I know it is the most serious problem in
Florida and this morning I come up here and see the Maryland
Legislature is beginning its session with crime again the No. 1
issue.

Senate bill 1688 has excellent points, providing for no bail, trial
within 60 days and an appellate decision within 60 days. But I cau-
tion your and I know that you know that there is not that much
jail space to hold that' many people without bond for 60 days or for
180 days. Court time is limited throughout the Federal courts, at
least in south Florida. With existing resources it will be difficult to
!get defendants to trial in 60 days. In terms of appellate decisions, it
is hard t&-get transcripts from court reporters to get the appellate
decision thine within 60 days.

95-392 - R2 - 2
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The greatest concern I have about 1688 is the discretion it leaves
with the Attorney General. There is great discretion now in the
U.S. attorney for the Southern District of Florida. He says no, I do
not want to prosecute a marijuana case of less than 4,000 pounds;
no, I do not want to handle this matter over which I have jurisdic-
tion; no, I do not want to do that matter over which I have jurisdic-
tion.

If you combine discretion with the tiMe it takes to get a decision
from the Attorney General through the Federal processes, you will
never get a defendant prosecuted within 60 days. Particularly
when the bill describes the Attorney General's decision as based on
Federal interest or special Federal interest, that is' going to be an-
other problem to overcome since too often Federal prosecuters take
a limiting view of Federal jurisdiction.

Senator SPECTER. Well, on that subject, what concerns do you
have, if any, on the Federal role in dealing with someone' who has
twice been convicted in the State courts? The bill is drafted in that
manner to try to alleviate the.problem that thany say it is a State
matter, and to bring in the Federal Government only on a limited
basis, where the States do not act on it, where the Federal authori-
ties decide there is some special interest.

Ms. RENO. I have absolutely no problem with the expanded Fed-
eral jurisdiction at all, but I fear, not from someone like you, but
with the judiciary and the Federal justice system as it is now, they
do not have time to begin to do what they should be doing now
under existing law. And I worry that if a bill is passed without real
punch in it, people will say 'Oh yes, the Federal Government is
taking effective action; look at Senate bill 1688." But for the bill to
have punch and to make a difference, it is- going to have to have
the resources behind it.

I really like Senate bill 1689 because I think the problem of pris-
ons is critical in America. Again, the Attorney General has the ul-
timate authority. In some staff reports it is indicated that some 300
spaces will soon be available at the maximum security Federal in-
stitution in Atlanta. But I already have at least 22 of those Mariel
refugees from Atlanta in the Dade County jail, and there are a
total of 200 Mariel refugees out of about 1,200 inmates in the main
Dade County jail now. Norman Carlson has called them some of
the most antisocial people he has seen. Our jailers say they have
never had to deal with people like this.

A Federal court order limits the Population of that jail, and yet
the detention of 'these refugees is a Federal responsibility that the
Government is not meeting. I consider these refugees to be Federal
prisoners in our jail that the. State has to prosecute. They should
be in Federal institutions yet, the U.S. attorney for the southern
district of Florida would not begin to have the resources to pros-
ecute.

That leads me to what I think in terms of the master plan that
you talked about in the introduction of this hearing. It seems to me
that we have an increase in violence now that will probably contin-
Ile for the rest of this century. Unlike 54 or 100 years ago, we have
increased life expectancies. We also have very serious crimes in
urban areas that we did not know 100 years ago. A criminal could

1 o
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go out and get lost in the frontier if he wanted to before, but it is
rather difficult to get lost now and stop comniitting crimes.

I think the Federal Government should earnestly research the
development of regional prisons to house people, such as the recid-
inist you address by these bills. If we combine the efforts and re-
sources of 50 States and the Federal Goveinment to set up 12 or 15
regional prisons for serious career criminals and other dangerous
criminals who deserve to be there most of their lives, it would seem
to me the most effective way to spend our money and provide
prison space.

Senator SPECTER. How big should those institutions be, in your
judigment?

Ms. RENO. At the rate we are going in south Florida, they would
have to be big. My mother says I have a few thousand well chosen
words about anything, but prison construction and prison stand-
ards, I do not know that much about.

Senator Swims. I ask the question because the current thinking
is that prisons ought to be small, as opposed to the institutions
which house 2,000, which were in vogue in the/past.

Ms. RENO. I do not think there is any doubt that a sMaller prison
is a more manageable prison. I do not know where you balance cost
effectiveness with security, and I would defer to other people. But,
I think that a regionalization of prisons and an assumption of some
of the responsibilities for imprisoning career criminals by the Fed-
eral Government is important.

I do not think that people realize what impact these life sen-
tencesincreased life expectancieswill have on the prison popu-
lation of this country if violence continues to increase as it has.

I like Senate bill 1690, but I have some reservations. As a State
and local official, I bristle at the Federal Government saying you
can't get that money if you do not do such and such.

Under the concept as proposed, I think it operates at too late a
point in a persons life. I would rather see the bill provide that no
Federal moneys should be distributed to any State until the schools
of that State provide all students with a marketable job skill and
basic literacy. Why wait until prison? Or if you cannot do that--

Senator SPECTER. I did not understand. You say it is too late in
terms of the sequence of the individual?

Ms. RENO. Right. It is going to be very difficult to give a career
.criminal or a habitual offender or somebody in State prison mar-
ketable job skills in the milieu of a State prison:

Senator SPECTER. So your point is that that requirement ought to
apply to the States--

Ms. RENO. At the point of schools. You do not get any Federal
money unless you provide for .basic education. I am carrying it to
an extreme, but the second point is if you cannot do that, you could
fall back a step and say that no juvenile court will release a child
from supervision, once under their supervision, until they have a
marketable skill and basic literacy.)

But again, I come to my point. Before we start saying that the
Federal Government has the right to withhold money because,of
State inaction, the Federal Government, at least in south Florida,
should assume its own responsibilities. Since May of 1980 Dade
County has absorbed 125,000 people from the Caribbean Basin.

1
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Many of them are diseased and ill. Cutro dumped the dregs of his
prisons and mental hospitals into our midst. Our hospitals, schools,
social services, and law enforcement agencies are stretched to the
breaking point. We consider it clearly a Federal problem, but the
taxpayers of. Dade County for the most prt are bearing the
burden.

I went to the State legislature last year, am back this year,
asking for more !limey because we have had an increase in the
arrest rate and, of course, the crime rate. The legislatures say, "We
are sympathetic with you, but look at the iFideral budget cuts. We
are having to assume them and there is no way we 'can do it and
increese the budget for law enforcement!'

Before we start expanding Federal jurisdiction, I respectfully
urge that the resources have got to bethere to make that jurisdic-
tion make sense and before expanding the Federal jurisdiction the
Governmeht should have the resources to effectively meet its pres-
ent responsibilities.

Senator Specrxit. How big is your staff?
Ms. Rs.No. My staff now consists of about 140 lawyers. 30,000

felony arresta are estimated for this year.
Senator &corm. Do you have your own detective staff for invea-

tiotive purposes?
Ms. RZNO. We have 16 investigators, a very small staff that is ba-

sically used for finding witnesses at the last moment in the investi-
gation of sophisticated complex cases.

Senator SPecepe. An, process servers handled out of some office
other than yours? -

Ms. Rallo. Yes, the Metro Dade Police Department, which is the
equivalent of the sheriff's office.

I have always been impressed with your efforts in the area of ju-
venile justice because I think we would all agree, as you mentioned
earlier, that most career criminals can be identified as such when
they are juveniles. And I think again it is an example of where we
wait until it is too late.

When Eddie, a fictional character, is 10 he steals a watch at
school; he is sent to the principal; nothing is done. Nd punishment,
no treatment, no diagnosis. When he is 11 he steals hubcaps on the
streets. The 'pc/We take him home to mother because he is too little
to be taken to the juvenile justice center. And she says he will
never do it again. No followup.

When he is 12 he steals electric typewriters from a high school.
This time he is suspended for 3 days and that bothers him less be-
cause he likes school less. When he is 13 he breaks into a store.

By that time, he is a career criminal, a four-time offender. And.
he is taken to the juvenile justice center and they have abeolutely
no record of the pnor offenses because the police did not report the
little tike that stole the hubcaps and the schools,did not report him-
because of the Federal Privacy Act. The juvenile center says
"Young man, this is the first time we have seen you here. We are
going to put you on probation."

The next time, he breaks into a home and he is taken to the
state training school in Okeechobee, Fla., which is in the "boon-
docks" and has no relevance to a kid growing up in an urban area.
He is there for an average of 4 months. Nothing is_dontachange

1 -9
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-his behavior. There is no punishment. There is-no treatment And
he continues on and on until he becomes the career criminal that
you will be dealing with in S. 1688. We ought to deal with him up
front before he becomes the caieer criminal.

My chief assistant just returned from Portland, Oreg. and San
Jose, Calif. We have been trying to institute an early intervention
program that would reach Eddie when he is ten. A team, I hope,
would be formed composed of police operating out of a 41eighbor-
hood service concept, counselors who operate Out of the school
rather than some distant tenter, and teachers who together would
be involved in trying to develop a plan that would involve hOme
visits. I would hope parent counseling would be involved because I
think this is one of the keys. There would be a plan developed to
help Eddie get straightened out with a followup to see that Eddie
got the benefit of that plan. -

I think it then becomes important that we develop guidelines for
sentencing and publish guidelines to let kids know that if they get
into further trouble they face a more certain punishment.

I would like to address the issue of drugs because we talk allopmt
the impact of drugs on juvenile crime. I think drugs are simplylt
symptom of the problems kids face growing up, and we give kids
very, very little support. Government has become the parent to
those many who have abdicated. Government has become the weak
support for the single parent family Who lives in a public housing
project and is trying to raise four kids. Every time she gets a raise
and thinks she can get her kids out of the projects, her food stamp
allocation is cut and she cannnot see the light at the end of the
tunnel.

You can see families like this again and again and again. I think
it critical that we address thOse problems up front and early on in
that childs life. 'Before that kid is 12 years old and in the seventh
grade and has a negative self-image and feels depressed and wants
to start taking dnugs, I think we can do a lot to stem the drug prob-
lem by early intervention.

In terms of the master plan that you describe, I would ask you to
consider the following. The state should concentrate on juvenile
crimes 'on a combination of.juvenile counseling and education; on
improving the elementary schools, rgliticing class size, and improv-
ing teacher quality; and concentrate on those crimes that are basi-
cally State and local in ,original and nature. The Federal Govern-
ment should give a long-standing commitment to the prosecution of
crimes involving Federal problems such as drug smugglinga tre-
mendous amount of our resources to into trafficking cases, and
trafficking in Miami means from only one place: out of the coun-
tryclearly a Federal problem.

The Federal GoIernment should prosecute the cases involving
aliens of any kind who are here at the_.grace of the Federal Govern-
ment, and'cases involving career criminals who are basically a Fed-
eral problem in terms of their mobile, interstate nature.

Federanrants don't help that much. We have develtwed an ex-
cellent juvenile restitution program through our office under a
Federal grant. Yet we could not get the State to take it over wjien
the Federal moneys ran out because the State was faced with Ifed:
eral budget cuts that it was having to absorb.

t
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Federal ,grants do not help us plan what we can do over a long
period of time. We do not know when, where,t,ahd. how they are
coming and When, .where and how they are leaving. If we could de=
velop the division of labor between State and Federal Government
I described above, it would seem to me to make sense.

But the larger, iasue is both a ,State and Federal commitrnent to
...crime. The amount spent by Federal, State, and local' governments
on law enforcement and courts and prosecutors is tiny compared to
the total magnitude of Government spending. You know better
than most anybody in this room the tremendous burdens that pros-
ecutors have accumulated over the last 25 years.

In. south Florida, the issue is a matter of national security. Our
borders are presently not secure. Anyone can come into south Flor-
ida in a small plane. or small boat. Homestead Ail. 'Force Base says
yes, we see them. They are flying low and slow and we know they
are dopers. Well, anybody that wants te fly low 'and slow under
that_._theory could convey whatever terror and problems and vio-
lence that they wanted to, to our shores.

1 think the Federal Government has got to face' the looblein'of
natiOhal defense iri terms of, the Caribbean Basin, and both State
and Federal Government have got to face up to the fact that most
American peoplemconsider crime the No. 1 problem. Domestic tran-
quility is as important as national defense. If we can send AWACS
to Saudi Arabia, we ought to be able to send 'an AWAC to the Car-
ibbfan, and more importantly, we ought' to make our streets
seeu re.

Senator SPECTER. Here, here.
What would you suggest that the Federal GOvernment should do

on those planes that fly low and slow?
Ms. RENO. The amendment to the Posse Comitatus Act is goihg

to help that. I understand that Homestead Air Force Bas' e will now
be able to use its more sophisticated radar, and that it ou41110the
able to communicate to nonmilitary agencies the detection of these
planes.

We have }fad a variety of meetings with the Coast Guardpand
with other agencies. The Coast Guard gives us figures in the mil-
lions about what it is going to cost to patrol the Caribbean, to in-
tercept the low and slow planes crossing our borders.

What is wrong with transferring Navy vessels to 'the Coast
Guard? There are tremendous resources in national defense. I fly
over the naval base at Jacksonville and I see all the military might
there. I then hear from Federal officials in SOuth Florida how their
hands are tied because of lack of resources. That does not make
any sense to us in south Florida.

Senator SPECTER. What would the naval vessels do?
Ms. RENO. Patrol the passage between the Dominican Republic

and Cuba, and Cuba and the Yucatan Channel. I am not the
world's' great naval expert, but those two points have been tradi-
tionally explained to me as being key points'which with sophisti-
cated radar yo could--

Senator SPECT Dominican Republic and Cuba and where else?
Ms. RENO. An4 the Yucatan passage between Cuba and the Yu-

catan Peninsula. With a sophisticated radar and the use of planes
from Homestead, you could Monitor those checkpoints. With a so-

14
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phisticated intelligence system operating out of Colombia,- you
could tell who was coming.oilt and you could intercept them, if you
put your resources there.

Senator SPECTER. What is the legal issue, if you know, as to inter-
ception?

Ms. RENO. The legal issue has always been that the Navy and
the-Air Force, as I understand it, with some variation locally, de-
pending on who wanted to get involved, concluded that the Posse
Comitatus Act prohibited them from even getting involved in sur-
veillance or tracking, much less apprehension. I have not seen the
measure as it was passed, but I understand it has been amended at
least to permit the military's tracking' facilities and radar facilities
to be used, so that the military can at least say to law enforcement'
agencies, "here he comes."

But that is meaningless if he comes here and there is nobody
here tcoget him..

Senator SPECTER. As to-apprehension, would that be legal to.stop,
stop and frisk perhaps an airplane?

Ms. RENO. They are stopping and frisking some as they come in
now. If a plane does not file a flight plan, which most of the dopers
do not, if they come into this country from out of the country and
do not report to Customs, clearly the Federal Government has,au-
thority. If it does not, then something is terribly wrong, Senator.

I recently spoke to a group known as the Federal Executive
Board, composed of one representative from each of the" Federal
agencies in 'saith Florida. There were representatives of the FAA
there. I sai hat I thought I could fly a small plane to the South-
ern Bahamas, ake off, not file a flight plan, not report to Customs,
and fly over south Miami Avenue and Flagler Street, the main in-
tersection in Miami, and drop a balloon saying "This could have

e'n
ar A-bomb" and then land.,I could do it five times in 1 week

c'd nobody, would stop me.
Senator SPECTER. Are you serious-ithat you think an AWAC

might be useful there?,
Ms. RENO. As I said, an AWAC-type facility. Again, it is mind-

boggling to us that people can come to our shores, as easily as they
do without any interception. I do not propose to be a military
expert, but I have spoken o too many Federal and local officials

_ now that say yes, what are saying makes sense.
Senator SPECTER. ell,' we shall pursue that. We shall pursue

that.
Back to the juven les. I understand from some discussions which

members of my sta have had with you that you have some specif-
ic icleas as to detecjion and identification of juveniles entering.the
crime cycle. Would you share those with us, please?

Ms. RENO. We have tried to involve the public school system
more and more because part of the problem in State and local gov-
ernment is we fragment ourselves as we try to deal with kids. The
school system passes them on to the juvenile justice system; the ju-
venile justice system passes them on to the criminal justice system.

We have monihly meetings now of police, school officials, and
myself at the highest levels to chart the course, and one of our
prime efforts is this early intervention program.

(
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I conceive of it as oriented around a high school feeder pattern,
but with emphasis on the early years, particularly the elementary
school. When a kid first shows signs of problems, and yesterday I
spoke to 96 elementary school counselors. They confirmed, and
most of them had been counselors for at least 5 years, that they
have watched the progress of some of their kids, and they could tell
in the third and fourth grade when a child was 8 and 9 years old,
that they were headed for trouble. They could almost mark your
career criminal at that age.

Senator SPECTER. How could they tell?
Ms. RENO. The kids were acting up in class, not paying attention,

losing interest, falling behind. Counselors would try to cut through
the school bureaucracy to get them into*learning disabled pro-
grams and be unable to do it. The kid would then just sit in the
back and stare out into space. He would attempt to attract atten-
tion by causing trouble. Then he, got into petty pilfering and things
like that.

.Senator SPECTER. And, they have observed those youngars down
the road and see that they have developed into problem cases?

'Ms. RENO. Exactly. What should be done there, though, is an im-
mediate effort to involve the, family. Most parents desparately
want to do what is right, and they are just absolutely over-
whelmed, particularly in urban areas, the problems' of how to live:
They want to do what is right by their kids. But they need help
and they need support.

, Dr. Britain, our school superintendent, has made a commitment
to 'try to cut through some of this bureaucracy to really get these
kids early on into learning disabled programs if that is a factor. ,

One of the features that we have tried to institute because our
office has pursued housing code enforcement violations vigorously
is if we find substandard housing, or housing that is not up to code
involved with one of these potential or already existing delin-
quents, we try to direct code authorities in that direction so tliat
Government can make all its best efforts.

The problem of child. support is a problem. My office is responsi-
ble for the enforcement of the Uniform Reciprocal Child Support
Act. Again, the Federal effort in this area has been excellent, but
we have got to pursue that in terms of local collection of child sup-
port, to provide some balance in the family.

As we operate through high school feeder patterns with the ele-
mentary schools feeding to the junior high and then to the senior
high, it becomes important that there is continuity. And I would
like to see counselors assigned to a kid that he can know and come
to trust during his whole course through the public school system.
Now he leaves elementary school and he figures he will not have to'
be .bothered with old Miss Smith any more and he gets into junior
high school and starts cutting up. Then before you know it he is
into senior high school and there is nobody that can help him and
provide support throughout.

At the same time,I think it is absolutely critical that we do not
label kids. I could see a harsh and ineffective counselor telling a
kid when he was in the fourth grade at 9 years Old, kid, you are a
delinquent' and we are going to do something about it. If you are

6
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told you are a delinquent under those firm terms, you might begin
to believe it.

So the effort is going to have to be spoken of in terms of support
and assistance, rather thon punishment initially.

Senator SPECTER. Well, those ideas are very helpful, Ms. Reno.
We very much appreciate your coming here from Florida. It is a
long trip. I know you have already talked to Mr. Mills and Mr.
Michel, and we would like to take more of your time after the
hearing ends today to talk to you on an informal basis. But what
you have given us for the record is enormously helpful and we
thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Reno follows:]

95-392 0 - 82 -
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PREPARED STATMENT OF AVIET

Mimic yoti for'fthe opportunity to appear today. I

upport thifeoncept and thrust of Senat Sill ISA. The more

lord's thattaWbi brought to beer on c rrrrr criminals the

better. Street and violent. crime Ls no longer local or State

problem. Tills ls a mobile nation. Its people are on th move.

I'Must share teese concerns with you, however.

1. The United States Attorney in the Southern Dietrict

of Florida.ls not staffed to vn-begin to handle the smuggling

cases that I and:my five colleagues ee in South Florida. Before

we.glve him more duties and expand hisijuriedictlon, / think We

ahould make sure that the office has Oufficient resources to do

the job that it Ls prsently authorised to do.

In addition, South Florida Ls plagued by problems

created by an influx Orrefugees from the Caribbean. Most' of

these people are fine. law-abiding people, . A small portion of

these refdgees a're the worst of the crimts.sa\trent. Jaflers

desCrlbe them as among the moat antf-social group of offenders

they hav seen. There Ls no doubt that Castro dumped the dregs

of his society from his mental hospitals and his prlsonm ln our

4 midst. Our hospitals, choOls, social services and law

nforcement-resource's are strained to'the breaAing point. Before

additional responsibilities are assumed at the 'Federal we

hope the Federal Government will fulfill lts\commltment ln the-

area of refugee services.

OFFICE OF STATE. ATTORNEY jANET
STATE ATTORNEY

201.01-22C

TO:. 'JANET. RENO DATE: JASUARY 15,4982

EARLY INTERVENTION
PROGRAM

.

TOM PETERSEN

trreporrme MEMORANDUM

CASE O.

SUBJECT
OR CMG.:

The purpose of this memo is to summarise the results
of my trip to Portland. Oregon, and San Joao, California,
and my vlaits to the tarly Intervention Programs which exist
ther. During my visit to the Portland Program, I was accompanied
by Paul Dell and Sonny Gross of tho Dade County School System.
Mr. Bell and Mr. Gross returnjeto Miami aftr the Portland
visit and did not proceed to n Joie.
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I. PORTLAND, 01112GON

Our visit to Portland took place on Wednesday and
Thursday. January 13 and 14. During the visit we were accompanied
the entire time by'Rs. Patricia Noffman who is the Director
of the Project CARR, which is the acronym for the Portland
Program. Us. Noffman holds a Masters Degree in Social Mork
and has directed the Portland Program since its inception
fIve years ago. The POrtland Program is presently operational
in three junior high schools in Portland. It should be noted
at this point that both Ms. Noffman and everyone else to whom
we spoke felt that a program such as those 'existing in Portland
and San Joss may be implemented with equal facility in either
a high school, a junior high school or an elementary school.
As indicated. the Portland Program operates at a junior high
school level and as will be indicated below, the San Jose
Program operates in a high school, but the concept is applicable
to any school level, and given the thrust of oueltarly Intervention
discussions to date, our focus will probably*/ at the highei
elementary School level rather than the juniot high school
level. The Portland Program, as is also the case in San Jose,
integrates two princ1ple concepts which, while operating independently
of each other, constitute Project CARE. These two concepts
are (1) an Interagency Team meeting regularly to discuss identified
students and (2) a tutoring component which is ade available
to these same students.

(1) The Interagency Team meets in each of the three
junior high schools at least once per month. The purpose
of the meetings is to discuss the individual cases which have
been identified by classroou tfechers. Once, the students,
have been identified as presenting either discipline or learning
problems, or a combination of the.two, the nominated students I

are submitted to a committee of school teachers and administrators
and, assuming approval of the nominee for Project CARE, the
student is then referred to the Project CARE Facilitetor,
one of whom) functions in each of the three junior high schools.
(Previously, the three Facilitators Sere the only paid employees
of Project CARR other than Ms. Roffman. They are presently
being paid for by the three individual junior high schools.
Termination of Federal Funding necessitated a decision by
the school system to pick up these positions, which has been
done and which is indicative of the fact that the project
is well thought of-by the school system). The Facilitator
chairs the meeting of the Interagency group and prepares a
summary of the student's case and problems after having made
a home visit and after having gathered all.relevant information
pertaining to that child. ThIs gathering of information is
greatly facilitated by a Release of Information Form which
has been developed by Ns. Hoffman and which permits a parent
to waive confidentiality of information for all agencies. on
one single fors, The Inter-Agency Council regularly consists
of one representative from the Juvenile Court Probation Department,
a representative,fros what is the Portland equivalent of our
Juvenile Court Intake Section, one representative of the Portland
Child Welfare Departaent, which is the equivalent of our Dade
County Department of Youth and Family Development, one ripresentative
of the Portland equivalent of IRS Family Social Services,
a school representative, and representatives of any other
agencies that might actually or potentially be involved in*
the individual student's case. While,thf Facilitator convenes
and chairs the Interagency meetingi, decision is made at
the seeting as to wtich member of the Interagency group will
be responsible for o 000000 ing the handling of this particular
case. That individual is generally the agency representative--------
who is already most involved with the case. A discussion
is held of what the objectives are to be in the particular
case and the case is then reviewed at each monthly meeting.
After the meeting, the Facilitator is responsible for preparing
the minutes which specifically summarize what the objettive
is going to be for each child and what is to Waccomplished
prior to the next meeting, It would Appear that this written
summary is an extremely valuable device, since it provides
accountability for the actions to be taken in a particular
case.

9
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While in Portland, we sat in on an Interagency Team %,
meeting, and all three of us were impressed with the concept.
One ob ion that each of us made was that such a concept
depends to a great extent upon the leadership abilities of
.the person in Charge of the overall program. .It is incumbent
upon this person to assure that the Interagency meetings are
held regularly and that all of the appropriete agency rep title's
are present. It is interesting to mote that Ns. Moffman had
bad surgery and had not been available to the program since
last October. As a result, in one of three junior high schools
mo meeting had been held during that period. The*Fscilitator /

is that high school was apologetic and explained-his failure
to convene a meeting by pointing to the other responsibilities
which he had in the school,isince he no longer worked excluilvely
tor Project CASS.

(2) The tutoring component is made available to
Project CAMS participants once they have been identified and
referred to the Interagency Council. Over the five yeais
that ;he program has been in operation. The tutoring has
been perforiod in I wave, the principal ones being peer
tutoring in-which other, usually older, students perform tutoring
for yoUnger children with the incentive to the older student
being bleat they receive sahool credit for perforeing the tutoring
for a specified number of hours per week. The other method
in'srblch tutoring is presently taking place in Portland is
loy means_ of a senior citizens group which comes into the school
for specified number of hours per day. ,Nz. Sell and Mr. Gross
feel that p methods of providing tuzoring in Dade County,
such as by means of using volunteers as is 'Idling p ly
done with apparent successjin the Coral Gebles nigh School,
could readily be used in die Sirly Int ***** tion Program which
is to be put in place here. Incidentally, Mr..Sell and mr. Gross
both felt that many of the components in the Portland Program
either already exist in some form or.could easily be created
in our school system so that the implementation of the Portland
Program here could take place quite rapidly and quite easily.
There was some discussion by Mr. Gross and Nz. sell of hiring
Ns. Roffman, who indicated a willingness to relocate in Florida
where she had lived before moving to Portland.

II. SAM am, churoam14

After leaving Portland, Nz. Sell and Mr. Gross ,returned
to Mihail, end I proceeded to San Jose, California, where I
visited the Verbs Liens Nigh itChOol on Friday, January IS
with Mr. Jerry Mullins, who is the head counselor in that
high school. The high school has four thousand students and
Mr. Mullins supervises eight other School counselors.

The Verbs Suenee'Program began approximately
years ago and was apparently dependent upon federal funding
which no longer exists. The Verbs Miens concept is considerably
more ambitious than the Portland concept In that Mr. Mullins'

,

intention was mot merely to identify and Service individual
students, but rather to implement new method and philosophy
of social service delivery to neighborhoods and their residents.
In its simplest form, the concept would seek to replace centralized
social service delivery with a decentralized system based
in neighborhOod high schools. In its ideal form, representatives
of the various social service delivery agencies would be p
it the school on a regular basis, ideally five days a week,
and when the Verb& Swims Program was fully operational this
p ***** ce of agency rep eeeee tatives in the school was coupled
with a 24-hour hot line which permitted neighborhood resident
experiencing problem to call the hot line. One of the agency
rep eeeee tatives who was on duty that particular night would
then respond to the call in much the same way that our liasistants
respond to homicide calls at night. This concept is obviously
more ambitious than the POrtland Program since it require*,
in contrast to a monthly meeting by agency resp eeeee tativas
in the school, a constant presence of those rep eeeee tatives
in the school. Mr. Mullin* was able to achieve this when
federal funding financed the extra positions that where created
for that purpose. They have not been able to receive the
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cooperation of the agencies for this purpose eince fun90
ended.

It i my feeling that the level of commitment at
this point in time in Miami is such that wrio are in position

to receive more of commitment from the c000erating agencies
than p ly is needed in Portland, although probably lees
of a commitment than envisioned by NI. Mullins in the ideel
form of his program. It might, for example, be possible for
us to initially, elicit a commitment from the agencies to have

representative in the school one day per week. The p eeeee ce

of the agency rep ee s ee tative on that day would be advertised
within the school to both teachers and studentS.as well as
in the neighborhood, and this might be attempted on a trial
basis for a particular length of time. This would also permit

--tim-Tnteragency-Moritings to be initially held on a weekly
or bi-weekly basis since the rep eeeee tatives would be P

/ in the school anyway.

As in Portland, the second component of the program
involved tutoring of participating students. In San Jose,
however, the tutoring is done by the Yerba Iluena Sigh School
students and is made available to elementary and junior high
school students in the Yerba 'Buena feeder pattern who are
bused from their own school to the high school where they
receive tutoring log specified number of hours per week.
It is obvious that in this model the program participants
are not the exclusive recipients of the tutoring and in that
eeeee the tutoring is seperate from the program. This is
indicative of the obvious point that Mr. Mullins Yerba Nutria

concept was really not an Early Intervention Program in the
sense that its Objective was never, to identify individual
students and to create an Interagency service Team and delivery
and tutoring system for those students, but rather to develop
a school based social service deliveri, system for all the
students in a particular school as well mg their families
and residents of the neighborhood that have no studenti in

III. CONCLUSION

I was imp d with both Portland and San Jose,
and particularly with the fact Ow* the two concepts may be
combined and that there appears to be a great deal of flexibility
in both concepts with respect to how the Interagency Team
worked and what its objectives are, as well as how the tutoring
component functions. Depending on the amount of commitment
we can obtain from the various agencies and what is already
available in our school system, it would appear that we can
rapidly develop an Early Intervention Program based on these
two models.

What is particularly gratifying is that Mr. Gross
and Mr. Sell were quite imp e d with Portland and are willing
to proceed immediately to implementihg prcgram. Due to
the fact that I will be in Grand Jury-all day today and due
to the fact that Mr. Gross will be at a School Board meeting
all day tomorrow, it is not possible for us to meet this week
since I will be out-of-town until Monday. W. have sat meeting
for late Tuesday afternoon at which time we will begin to
discuss specific implementation of our own program. Mr. Gross
etated that it As his intention to have the program operational
by late February.

Once Mr. Gross and I have met, I will convene
meeting of the representatives of the various heads of the
principal agencies which would be expected to participate
in this program. This meeting would obviously include Max
Rothman, Jiro Mooney. of Dade County Youth and Family Development,
Mr. Gros and myself, and a representative of the Metro-Dade
Police Department and the City of Miami Police Department.
I would propose to hold that meeting the first week in February.

Mr. Gross and I also Plan to brief Dr. Rritain's
Interagency Committee at the next Thursday meeting which is
to be held the second week in February, and at that time hope
to show a film of the Portland Program which.is being provided
to us.

-/
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Senator SPECTER. I would ndliv like to call Mr. Jack Durrell,
Deputy Director of the Natonal Institute on Drug Abuse, and Mr.
Thomas Paukin, Director of ACTION, and Ms. Connie Homer,
Deputy Assistant Director of Policy and Planning for ACTION.

We very much appreciate your joining us today. Mr. Durrell is
presently the Acting Director of the National Institute On Drug
Abuse. Mr. Paukin is the Director of ACTION and is actively ii-
volved with drug programs there, as is Ms. Connie Horner who is
the Deputy Assistant Director of Policy and Planning for ACTION.

Mr. Durrell, may I call on you first to give us your thinking on
what is.the best way to deal with the drug problem with juveniles?

STATEMENT OF JACK DURELL, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
INSTITUTE ON DRUG ABUSE, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND HUMAN SERVICES

Dr. DURELL. Thank you, Senator.
If I may, I would like to take this opportunity to summarize

some of the information we have about the prevention of drug
abuse by juveniles, and not read my formal testimony but just sum-
marize some of the highlights. /

Senator SPECTER. We would appreciate that. That is our practice
and your formal testimony will be niude a part of the record.

Dr. DURELL. Thank you.
The points I wish to make are really few and rather straightfor-

ward. First of all, I would like to indicate that the primary man-
0/0 date of the National Institute on Drug Abuse is to be concerned

with drug abuse as a public health problem. And indeed, our level
of concern about that is enormOus, and particularly as drug abuse
affects the juvenile population.

The trends toward increased use of licit and illicit drugs in a
nonmedical way by youth have been markedly up over the past two
decades, perlaps peaking in 1978, where indeed one could be con-
cerned, that perhaps 10 percent of our youthful population were
using drugs at a level that posed a real serious danger to their

1
health and development..

I' say there was a peak in 1978 because there is early evidence
that this trend has begun to reverse; 1979, 1980 and in soon to be
released figures, in 1981, there hip been a dramatic change in what
was formerly a relentless upward progression. There is beginning
evidence'of a decrease in drugs.

We believe that is in part due to the early successes of Preven-
tion programs. We believe, in fact, though prevention and drug
abuse prevention is a relatively new area and has not been studied
and developed to the point where it has the reliability of certain
approaches in drug abuse treatment, there is nevertheless evidence
that prevention programs work.

Senator SPECTER. What kind of prevention programs specifically,
Dr. Durell?

Dr. DURELL. The prevention programs that work are not like a
vaccination in which you simPly take a child aside and can do
something with the chi4d that will prevent him from engaging in
drug abuse. The programs that work--

22
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Senator SPECTER. Has there been any effort made to find a vac-
cine?

Dr. DURELL. Well, we are working on.it.
Senator SPECTER. Are you really?
Dr. DURELL. Yes. There are serious concerns with understanding

- the basic underlying physiology of psychotropic drugs, understand-
ing the receptors that they work with. Efforts are being made to
understand whether there are certain receptor deficiencies in cer-
tain people which make them more prone to get into the use of

psychotropic substances.
If such metabolic deficiencies could be found, they could perhaps

be correded.
Senator SPECTER. Well in your experience, you find someone who
taking drugs. What is the earliest age you know about where a

child is taking drugs?
Dr. DURELL. Well certainly it is a problem that begins to achieve

significance at perhaps 10, 11, 12 years of age.
Seriator SPECTER. What is the earliest that you know of'?
Dr. DURELL. I have heard of Cases at 8 or 9 years.
Senator SPECTER. You have read about some at 8?
Mr. DURELL. Right. But we certainly know from the data that

many children who are into heavy drugs by the age of 16 or 17
have started as early as 10 or 11.

Senator SPECTER. What is the best step that you can suggest to
take to help a youngster who is smoking pot at 8 or 9?

Dr. DURELL. You are raising a difficult question. I think the first
step that a parent can take is indeed to begin to talk with a young-
ster about what is going on. Then if it is something that does not
respond and the child is heavily involved at that age, clearly pro-
fessional advice is necessary.

Senator iPECTER. And what professional advice would you look
for? Psychiatric care? Psychological counseling or what?

Dr. DURELL. I would not immediately go for psychiatric care. I

would bring it up with' the family physician. I would deal with the
school.

Senator SPECTER. What would the school be expected to do?
Dr. DURELL. I would like' to make one point about primary pre-

vention. When we talk about prevention, we are generally talking
about institug programs that take effect before the child is using
drugs. We are talking about instituting programs which make
drugs less attractive to children, which take the glamor out of
taking drugs, which try to uncover the subtle sociopsychological
forces, that lead children to start taking drugs.

Senator SPECTER. You are talking about educational programs?
Dr. DURELL. We are talking about educational programs and--
Senator SPECTER. At what stage do you start those?
Dr. DURELL. There is evidence that there is no age too early, and

there are educational programs that start as soon as first grade.
Senator SPECTER. First grade. And does your national institute

have-such programs which you send to schools to recommend that
they bse?

Dr. DURELL. No, we have not identified any single program as ef-
fective. There are a number of programs that have been developed
by various institutions and educators throughout the country, and

23
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we recommend programs to schools, depending upon their own in-
terest and wilhngness to use--

Senator SPECTER. IS there any systematic effort at the present
time, to your knowledge, to make available to all first grades every-
where some specific educational program?

lir. DURELL, No. That depends entirely on local jurisdictions as to
what they

Senator SPECTER. Well, what they do is up to them, but is there
any effort dig you know of, federally or otherwise, which says
here is a program in 16 pages that you could put into effect? .

Dr. DulueLL. Yes, there are a numbez of such programs. There
are Federal programs coming out of the Communicable Disease
Center of the Public Health Service. There are private programs
coming out of foundations like Know Your Body.

Senator SPECTER. But is there any effort made to make these
known to all the boards of education on a nationwide basis, saying
here is a program, it would be advisable to make this information
available to your first graders?

Dr. DURELL. The Department of Education has developed certain
programs, attempting to get through to schools of the country. Our
particular approach has been working with State governments, and
we have established a State prevention coordinator in each State of
the Union, one of whose responsibilities is to interact with educa-
tional authorities around what they might do to institute programs
ill schools.

Senator SPEcrEit. What percentage of the NIDA budget is now al-'
located for drug abuse prevention among youth?

Dr. DURELL. The budget is in transition, so that it is difficult to
answer this question in terms of the here and now.

Senator SPECTER. How about the budget that is not in transition,
fiscal 1981?

Dr. DURELL. Fiscal year 1981, the resources ,for prevention were
approximately $16 million, which represented about 6 percent of
the overall.

Senator SPECTER. And what does 1982 look like?
Dr. DURELL. 1982 budget is primarily a research budget, and spe-

cific allocation of resources to prevention haye been moved into the
block grant, so that in the block grant about 20 percent of the
funds are designated for drug abuse prevention.

Senator SPECTER. But that is up to the block, grantee as to what
is done?

Dr. DURELL. Exactly.
[The prePared statement of Mr. l2urell followsl

0
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JACK DURELL

Mr. Chairmen, I am pleased to be here today and welcome the opportunity to

discuss the problem of drug abuse among our country's youth. We all share

the important responsibility of aolAit What we can to prevent the tragedies that

accompany drug abuse.

' The current Administration recognizes drug abuse as one of the Nation's ongoing

alloy health and social problems. For this reason, there exists in the White

House a special focal point for drug abuse matters. As ydu know, no other

categorical health or social problem is so represented at thits level. The need

for such representation arises out of the fact that drug abuse differs from most%

'other problems in several significant respects. One is the rapidity of changeS

in drug abuse patterns in the last two decades; before T960 only 1 or 2% of yomfb

might ever have tred an illicit drug. Now about two-thirds of oUr youth have

tried an illicit drug at some time before graduating from high school. Secondly,

an illicit, profit-Msking network exists in this country and worldwide, which

actively spreads and tends to maintain the drug abuse problem. The National

Institule on Drug Abuse (NIDA), which I:represent today, plays a key role in

fulfilling the goals of the Federal Government's drug abuse preventionrstrategy.

Our principal aim is to bring about a reductilm in the use and abuse of drugs

and An their health and econamic costs.

Mr. Chairman, before I share with you same of what we have learned about drug

abuse prevention, I would like to discuss the scope of the drug abuse problem

among young people in OUT country today. NIDA has two principal sources of

information about the Incidence and prevalence of drug useNby ;atjog people.

These are OUT annual National Survey of High School Seniors and our biennial

National Household Survey on Drug Abuse. The National Survey of.High School

Seniors, conducted by the University of Michigan's Institute for Social Research,

has studied a large sample of high school seniors each year since 1975. In

1981, over 16,000 seniors in 107 public and 20 private high schools throughout

the country participated in the research.. The other NIDA-funded study is the

National Household Survey on Drug Abuse conducted by the George Washingten

University. This biennial assessment has been funded since 1971. The 1979
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results are based on 74224 face-to-face interviews, including 2,165 youth, 12

to 17-years old. TheSe national data bases are extremely useful
\ C

because of their'continuity, consistency with otheY'local surveys, and the trends

they reveal. Mbreover, they probably yield conservative estiMates of_incidence

and prevalence, of drug use and,abuse because they do not surver the subpopulation

of youth that probably have the-highest levels of drug use--those who have left

home Ind school'.

Among the most important findings about youth based on the 1979 and 1980 High

School Senior survey and the.1979 Naiional HbusehOld Drug Abuse Survey are these'

About two out of every three seniors (65 Percent) report illicit

drug use at SOW time in their lives.

About four in every ten seniors (39.percent) report using an

illicit drug other than mmrijuana at some time.

MkAjusna is by far the mbst widely used illicit drug among high

school seniors, with 60 percent reporting someuse in their life-

time, 49 percent reRorting someusla innthe past year, and 34 percent

reporting use in the past month.

ek Over seven million young people b. twe the ages of 12 and 17

Say ther have tried marijuana at least once. This figure rep-

resents 31 percent of this age group.

Of particular concern is the fact that 31 percent of high school

seniors report that'their initial eiperiences with marijuana

occurred prior to high school.ftlaarily in the 7th, 8th and 9th

grades, presumably between the ages of 12%M 14.

Among 1980 high school seniors, the most widely used class of

illicit druga, other than msrijuana, was stimulants. Next came

imbalants, cocaine, and hallucinogens. These were followed by 4

sedatives and tranquilizers.



Mr. Chairman, these statistics areuf peat concern to us. lbey portray serious

problem--extensiye drug use by teenagers--a.problem which did not exist in this

'country three decades ago. In the view of our most experienced researchers, we

now have the highest level of drug use among young pepole of any developed country

in the. world. Me are concerned because our.most recent estimates of the annual:

national cost of drug abuse are very high--by some estimates, close to or above

$100 billion.

4

Given this aiszeintlevel_ef,uscand this enormous cost jo,society, I am pleased

:

to say that our preliminary figures fro' the 1981 High Scbool Senior,

Survey show ior the third consecutive year a significant drop in marijuana use.

This drop appears to be part of an oVerall decrease indrug use, though there iS

evidence of scam increase in the usage of several other drugs.

It should be noted that daily alcoholilse remains level for high school

seniors, but that in 1980, 41 perCent of this group reported that on at least

one occasion during the prior two-week interval they had five or more drinks.

in a row.

Although we find ihe data about a decrease in marijuana use to be encouraging,

we have.i'long way to go in preventing widespreaddrug use among ouryouth.

Even 46 we describe positive trends in this field, we mast keep two points

in mind--the historical tendency for many drug use patterns to move up and

down, unpredictably; and, that even with current immnmement, our drug use

levels continue to be extremely. high.

APPROACHES TO DRUG ABOSE PREVENTION,

Mi. Chairman, I would like to share with you some of wbat has been learned about

drug abuse prevention and wbat we at the Institute have developed over the last

few yeauS. Mbst important, we have concluded that.given the right combination

of essential variables, prevention efforts do make a diffeience. Wen concerned

parents, sthools:courts, church leaders, State and local officials, and even

businessmen, come together in a joint effort, the thanees of a drug abuse pre-

vention effort being successful are very good. There is good reason to believe

V.
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that the recent domeamni trend in high.school seniors' marijuana use is related

to drug atmseprevention efforts.

09

W. Chairmen, with your permission, I would like to describe briefly what NIDA

hes developed in the way of a drug atmse prevention strMtevy./ Just AO he hove

been concerned.with establishing a.national treatment and rehabilitation network

'to treat drug abuse and drug addiction, he also have been actively developing

a prevention prograa. Through our prevention grants, we haVe established

State Prevention Coordinators (SPCs) in all the States and Territories who

ate prevention experts and who are 'responsible for developing and coordinating

1.he establishment of State-wide drug abuse prevention programs. State Prevention

, Coordinators serve as advOcates at the State level for prevention programming,

and thy serve as excellent channels of communication between the Federal .

&ernment and the States. The presente of such coordinators assures us that

the latest in prevention evaluation research findings can be incorporated into

each State's planning process. Ihe SPCs also are resident experts for private

citizens andparents who are interested in establishing or improving a drug

abuse prevention program. We have found that the leadership of a prevention

' professional it useful as communities begin to organize their own prevention

efforts.. Frequently, commmity groups have all the motivation and dedication

and are determined to do all they tan to keep their kids away from drugs, but

they need help in getting Started; and/or they need to have accurate and sensitive-

materials that they can use when talking amongst themselves and with young people.

The State Preventice doordinatOr plays an important ft/ter,in assisting local pre-

vention programs, schools, and concerned parents combat dkug abuse.

Another function of'the State Prevention Grant Program has been to proVide funds

to be teleyed to communitieeto'support local drugiebineprevention programe.

JUst as we awarded fUnds to the States to establish treatment centers, we have

begun to provide some of the funds necessary for drug abuse prevention programs.

The funds for these activities are naw included in4..he Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and

Nental'health (AD) block grant, and the law requires that 20% of the alcohol and drug

funds suppott prevention activities. Of"particular noti is thet a portion

ofthese funds mete used to provide seed money to develop Channel One projects.



I will describe Channel One in more detail in a few moments; let me just say

that the tremendous success of this program has been'because of the vital

collaboration among local youth and adults, government agencies, and private

industry: It is important to keep emphasizing the bnportance of collaboration

and Cooperation. They are the key elements in any, drug abuse prevention success

story.

A major component of our drug abuse prevention program at NIDA is knowledge

development. Through a series of grants and contracts, we have been able to

encourage the development of a number of important new techniques to help

prevent drug abuse and have been able to support a number of, evaluation studies

to determine just which technique proved to be eore effective. Over the last

several years, drug abuse prevention evaluation methodology has grown to be

complex and sophisticated.

I would like to take thii opportunity to describe one of the more promising

drug?abune prevention strategies under development. It is based on information

that hes been gathered from the study of successfUl programs to delay the onset

of cigarette smoking by junior high students. Smoking is considered to be a

prototy0ic addiction, and the last few years have seen some real success in

lowering the incidence and prevalence of smoking among adolescents. The reasons

for this success appear to be related to the coebination of providing, in a

sdhool setting, educational Materials on the effects of wain and nicotine

an the human body, and the identification of the subtle motivations that lead

youngsters to the use of psychoactive substances. Programs are then designed

to provide a counterforce to those motivational processes. Early evidence

shows that even'in programs that are exclUsively focused on prevention smoking,

there is a positive effect on preventing the initiation of drinking and marijuana

smoking: This finding is probably related to the "gateway hypothesis" which

indicates that youngsters tend to start dr4 use with beer and wine, progress

to cigarettes, and then graduate to hard alcohol and marijuana. We believe

'that if this progression can be interrupted at an early stage, that illicit

drug use can be delayed, if not prevented in a large proportion of yOungsterspi

Although we are strongly committed to the goal of preventing illlcit drug uS el



ally delay is also advantageous, both to society and to the individual. There is

good reason to believe that the younger the child when he starts illicit drug

use, the more likely he is to become a heavy user ind the more likely he is to

.deVelop seriobs negative consequences.

Mr. Chairmui, let me continue to discuss'the NIDA drug abuse prevention program

by'briefly describing our technical assistance and technology transfer efforts.

There is no doubt that for drug abuse prevention programs to be effective, the

citizens of. local communities must be interested'in and dedicated to an anti-

drug envimment; they also must be willing to create prevention programs for

young people. Through our technical assistance efforts, ue try to emphasize

the need to'coOp1e credible drug information with-prevention activitie's.

We do this by bringing experienced experts to local commities to consult

with them about their drug abuse prevention efforts. We learned that just

providing youngsters with information alone is not enough, particularly if

that information is not credible. AI least two movements today are successfully

combining education materials with prevention activities. Certainly, the Parents'
_

Wvement must 1:k applauded for its vigor and dedication to the eradication of

drug use among young people. The Channel Cne programs that have developed all

over the country are another example of a successful mobilization Of the private

sector into a partnership with government.

With your perMission, Mt. Chairman, I wool4 like to say a few uords about these

two approaches and how we at the Federal level have tried to support them. The

Parents' Movenent consists of over 1,000 groups of parents who have the goal of

preventing and eliminating drug use among young people. These are peer groups

that have organired themselves without any goVernment support, and they are

having a strong influence on drug use among our nation's youth. Perhaps the

most concrete example of our, efforts to facilitate the grouth of the Parents'

MOvement is our publication of Parents, Peers; and Pot,,a book written by a

parent who successfully organized the small coMmunity of her Children's.friends'

parents to help.their children get away from drugs. Parents, Peers, and Pot

tells the story of what these parents did when they realized that drug abuse

was affecting their children's nOrmal development. It also contains numerous
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facts about sexijuam'and its health consequences., Quite frankly, We\think of ,

this publication as our best seller. WO cannot keep It in stockk we get weekly

requests for thousands of copies. The efforts these parehts made heve bemee

the guide for hundreds of thousands of parents throughout the country conCerned

about drug usage by their children.

The Inititute has sponsored national and regional meetings that include concerned

perents. OW role is not to direct the program and approaches that are being

developed, but to lend technical guidance whenever possible. ft is our experience

that a firm and knowledgeable parent can do a great deal to prevent drug abuse.

These meetings bring together-parents to share their experience arid give then

the opportunity to learn mare about drug abuse and its prevention.

The Channel One program is another example of a project that we haVe assisted

through seed money and through our technical assistanee efforts. Channel One

provides a systematic apProach to the development of an effective "alternative"

program, i.e., a program whose activities help young people fiind meaningful roles

and experiences.in life such that drug abuse becomes unattractice to them and

incOmpatible with their own strivings, growth, and accomplishment. What is so

unusual and exciting about the program is that it is a successful replication,

on a nation-wide basis, of a drug abuse preVention model that involves a variety

of community members and resources. Through Channel One, young people become

involved in/meaningful community activities in which an anti-drug climate is

strongly maintained. NIDA has provided substantial funds for the effort and

collaborated actively with State authorities, the Prudential .Insurance Gampany, .

Metropolitan Life Insurance CoMpany, other businesses, and many dedicated pre-

vention professionals in supporting the 'development of Channel One-sites. CUT-

rently;, there are over 150 sites in 46 States and Territories with the sponsor-

ship of over 80 private sector organizations, mostly business enterprises: The

involvement of a business'leader to help enable the Planning group to effectiMly

tap the resource pool of the community'has been one of the key elements in the

program's success. Increasing public awarenss of drug abuse and its negative

consequences is another major component of Our drug abuse prevention program.

Our activities in this area are based on the premise that one of the most effective

prevention strategies is to increase the public's awareness of the problem.

People have to know that they have a problem in their community or in their

r
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schools before they can organize to do something about it: Even when individuals

do decide they want to do something abont drug abuse prevention, they need to

know where they can turn for hell. For the laSt several years, the Institute

has been involved in producing materials that provide a factual and credible

discussion about the health consequences of drugs. .CUr material is targeted

both to adults an to children and teenagers. Mhch of what we have published

is for use by parents and teachers.

Along with the production of drug Abuse infOrmation, the Institute ip active

in stimulating the public media to promote drug abuse prevention. An example

that you may be familiar with is the Drug Fair Drug Abuse Public Awareness

Campaign that was targeted at both parents and young people. Drug Fair executives

believed that drugstores have a unique responsibility to educate the public

about the proper use-of drugs, because drugs are their business, and the pharm-

acist is the drug expert among healah care professionals. Uhder the teehnical

guidance and imprimatur of NIDA, Drug Fair sponsored the development of media

aaterials for distribution in their drug stores, a TV special to introduCe the

programand a nUmber ofradio spots, as well as conducting a number of outreach

efforts in the community.

In a similar vein, NIDA and the National Headquarters of Blue Cross/Blue Shield

are working together to critique and enhance a drug abuse education program

developed by a local Blue Cross affiliate in Cleveland, Olio. Blue Cross plans

to print over a million copies of a drug abuse booklet and to develop a video-

tape that can be used nationally-. The goal of the project is !or Blue Cross

Plans acorss the country to adopt this information and integrate it into their

local programs.. NUM is providing the technical guidance needed and will help

market the program by contacting major parent groups, State and.Federal agencies

that may be interested in the program's development.

As an maniple of our trying to increase public awareness, the Department of

Health.and Human Services, through NIDA, is planning to implement a marijuana

public information campaign designed to influence attitudes towards marijuana

use. It udll attempt to deglamorize marijuana use and encourage nondrug-
-
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taking behavior. As part of the National Drug Abuse Information Program, several

national organizations and agencies will be involved in expanding the Institute's

Lnformation dissemination efforts. These organizations/agencies.will serve as

intermediaries between NIDA and regional.and local organizations.

In addition, NIDA will continue its efforts to ensure that research findings

are disseminated. Findings derived from grants and contracts will be dissemi-

nated directly to practitioners, program administrators, and the scientific

community through a variety of mechanisms..
4

mr. Chairman, I have tried today to prozide an overview of the din abUse prevention-

program that we have developed a the National Institute on Drug Abuse; I also

have rtempted to Ilescribe some of what we have learned about successful drug

abuse prevention efforts. i personally find this effort to be both challenging

and rewarding and l.hope that increasingly More people wkll come forth with an

_interest/in preventing drug use among our young 'people. Ellen with the downward

trend we are beginning to achieve, much remains to be done. We are strongly

coimitted to helping parents, community organizations, churches, State and

local governments, schools, and ,the private sector come together in a cooperative

effort to prevent drug abuSe among odr youth, and reverse the trend towards

an easy chemicll fix of life's problems':

'Thank you very much, Mbr. Chairman, I would be glad to answer any questions

you may have.
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Senator SPECTER. Let us shift to you, Mr. Pauken, if we may. We
would be very interested to know what activities ACTION is under-
taking on this subject.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS W. PAUKEN, DIRECTOR, ACTION, AG
COMPANIED BY CONNIE HORNER, DEPUTY ASSISTANT DIREC-
TOR OF POLICY AND PLANNING, ACTION
Mr. PAUKEN. Thank you, Senator. As was mentioned previously,

I also have a written statement which is being submitted for the
record, and I will not repeat the full testimony contained therein.

Senator SPECTER. Fine. We shall make it a part of the record in
full.

Mr. PAUKEN. I was intrigued by both your questions and of .

/ course your background as district attorney in Philadelphia, and I
am sure' the experiences you'had in seeing young people coming
through the criminal justice system, who in so many instances
were involved in drug-related offenses or' offenses with some con-
nection to drugs.

I want to give,you my background of interest individually which
led me to encourage our agency to get involved in this area. Quite
frankly ACTION, the Federal agency for voluntarism, has done
nothing in the past in the area of drug abuse, has ignored this area
in terms of encouraging voluntarism in such a significant and im-
portant problem area.

I also am an attorney and in my position as a private attorney in
Dallas, I began to see a number of years ago a lot of young people
come into my office, who had gotten themselves in trouble with the
criminal justice system. Repeatedly I began to see a pattern of
backgrounds which indicated problems of family difficulties, prob-
lems of illiteracy or droping out, and, problems of drug-related be-

/
havior.

I guess the thing that finally got my attention in a rather dra-
matic faihion was representing a young man who had been
charged with possession of marihuana, a misdemeanor in the State
of Texas, and we had worked it out so that he and his parents were
very amenable with the outcome in the criminal justice system.

Afterward I indicated to him that everything had been worked
out but that, of course, he really needed to avoid use of illegal
drugs in the future, including marihuana. The young man became
very upset and almost broke down into tears. I could not quite un-
derstand why he was upset, given the fact that things had worked
out to his satisfaction, and I pursued it by asking him: "What are
you upset about? What is wrong?" He said: "Well, if I cannot
smoke marihuana, I will not have any friends."

I think this issue of peer group pressure is so dramatically differ-
ent from the experience of my generation of the high sc%ool age of
the late 1950's, of the college age of the early 1960's, when the peer
group, if anything, frowned upon drug use. We had, beginning in
the late 1960's and continuing on through the 1970's, as was men-
tioned, perhaps at its peak in 1978, a real push, if you will, an en-
couragement of young people to get involved into the drug culture,
principally with marihuana as the entry level drug.
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I think our agency, dealing with voluntaristh and supports volun-
teer efforts, can help on the prevention side. I think once you get
into the treatment side, you are dealing with experts. We can offer
a minimum amount of help. But I think in the area of drug preven-
tion and drug education, volunteeri have an enormous amount to
contribute.

Senator-Spxcrat. How do yOu deal -with that problem of peer
pressure?

Mr. PAUKEN. Well, I think it is a combination of things. We are
testing out some ideas. I think it requires involvement of parents

-groups. I do not think a one-on-one parent situation is sufficient. I
think parents have got to come together. I think they are willing to
volunteer when they see a problem. Getting them to recognize that
they have a problem is half the battle.

Members of the National Federation of Parents for Drug-Free
Youth, with no government funds from the Federal, State, or local
level, have done a remarkable job of organizing parents as Volun-
teers throughout the country. We are going to try to help their
effort in terms of providing technical assistance to other parents.

Senator SPECrsa. What kind of technical assistance, lt1r. Pauken?
Mr. PAUKEN. Well, the technical assistance is in terms of how to

organize, in terms of providing materials, and up-to-date, scientific
information on marihuana. The scientific information has changed.

Senator SPECTER. Are there such materials available?
Mr. PAUKEN. Yes, there are. The American Council on Marihua-

na, headed by Dr. Du Pont, is preparing such, materials right now.
Those materials will be made available. We have provided a mini-
mal grant. Those materials will be made available to parents
groups throughout the United States.

Senator SPECTER. How broadly distribted are your volunteers in
ACTION? Do you cover all the States?

Mr. PAUKEN. We are just starting. We have two programs, two
demonstration programs that are underway. The parents move-
ment is spread throughout the country. That technical assistance
will be able to be provided to parents wherever they are interested
in coming together.

Senator SPECTER. How much funding or how much staff do you
have to prolif'erate that kind of programing?

Mr. PAUKEN. Constance Horner has worked more directly in this
area.

Senator SPECTER. Welcome, Ms. Horner., Thank you foi coming.
MS. -HORNER. Thank you, Senator. We are not proiiding this in-

formation directly through ACTION staff at headquarters here in
Washington. Whatme are doing, in part, is to award a grant jointly
to ,an organization at Georgia State University and another organi-
zation which is situated both,in Maryland and in California.

These two organizations jointly will offer the following kinds of
assistance on a national basis, supported through our grant, and
they will offer this assistance to anyone who requests it, any
member of the American public who requests it.

They will offer onsite consultation with groups of parents or citi-
zens who wish to get together to tackle this problem in their fami-
lies and communities. Parent leadership, who have been successful
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in one locale, will go down the road 50 miles, for example, with
travel funds supported by us

Senator SPECTER. I would imagine that people would be very in-
terested in the materials, if you can find a diatribution system for
them.

Ms. HORNER. That is another function of this grant, which is to -

offer materials already in existence, but with some reproduction
supported by our grant, to anyone who asks for it.

Senator &mem. How big a grant are you talking about?
Ms. HORNER. We are talking about $175,000.
Senator SPECTER. That does not go too far, does it?
MS. HORNER. Yes, it does. Ordinarily a grant of that magnitude

would not go far at all, but in its capacity to generate volunteer
efforts, there is a great magnification of the effect. So that if you
have a parent who wishes to help another parent 20 miles down
the road to get going on one of these groups -to work with the
schools or the law enforcement officials; what _happens is that if we
provide only the gas money and other expenses we are going to get
10 hours, 20 hours of service at no cost to the taxpayer. So actually
it is not as small as it sounds.

Senator SPECTER. Has there been a spurt of volunteerism as a
result of President Reagan's emphasis on volunteerism? Do you
find more people coming forward?

Mr. PAuxEri. Absolutely. I think there is no question about it. It
is a combination of things. I think in the drug-abuse area, the spurt
,of voluntarism is due to parents seeing the dangers, and I think
young people are starting to get involved to a greater extent, and
that is critical, the combination of parents and young people.

But in so many other areas, our retired senior volunteer program
is increasing. Older Americans--

Senator SPECTER. Is that the Foster Grandparent program?
Mr. PAuxEri. Well, it is a separate program.
Senator SPECTER. Senior Companion program?
Mr. PAuxEri. Senior Companiou program and-----
Senator SPECTER. How many people do you have?
Mr. PAUKEN. We have over 300,000.
Senator SPECTER. 300,000 volunteers?
Mr. PAuxim. Even with budget cuts, theie are more volunteers

today than there were 12 months ago.
Senator SPECTER. And you have the capacity to put out a mailing

and say here is information on drugs, pass it out?
Mr. PAUKEN. We are encouraging our retired senior volunteer

programs, which are locally run and locally controlled, to do more
in this area. There are a number of retired senior volunteers work-
ing in this area, but we will be getting the information to them, as
well as to our State and regional directors, to encourage thein.

We see our role more as a catalyst, identifying successful efforts
in the private sector, working with those individuals and groups
who are committed, who are dedicated, and who have a proven
track record, and helping them along, not trying to come in with a
new large Federal bureaucracy or a new Federal program. And
that is, I think, consistent with the President's message to the Na-
tional Alliance for Business, in which he urged us to provide some
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seed money, pump-priming money to serve as a catalyst to help get
some of these things going, or encourage them to do more.

Senator SPEC/TR. What is your budget, Mr. Pauken?
Mr. PAuxx.N. Our budget is approximately $130 million totally.

Most of that goes to the Older American volunteer program:
Senator Sem-rm. And how big is your paid staff?
Mr. PAUKEN. Our paid staff right now is 800. With a separation

of the Peace Corps into anilindependent agency, we will be approxi-
mately 500 to 550.

Senator Sescrr.a. Has that not yet been completed?
Mr. PAUKEN. That is in the' process of being completed right now.
Senator Sescrxit. When do you expect that to be completed?
Mr. PAUKEN. I would anticipate that would be completed by the

middle of February.
Senator SPEcrrs. Where are your offices in town?
Mr. PAuxiN. Our offices are at 806 Connecticut Avenue, NW.,

near Jackson Square.
Senator SPECTER. Do you stay there and the Peace Corps goes

somewhere else?
Mr. PAUKEN. We will stay in the same basic facilities. There will

be some interagency agreements.
Senatof Sercrra. Just change the locks on some doors?
Mr. PAUKEN. It is a long story, as you know, Senator.
Senator SPECTER. Well, I really commend you on you efforts, all

of you. I had occasion to be on the National Advisory Council of the
Peace Corps some years ago. It was part of ACTION at that time
and I know the work of ACTION. I know the work of your center
on drugs, and it is very, very important work. I wish that the time
permitted us to spend more time and go into greater detail.

One of the grave problems here in the Senate is that there is so
little time, and so many pressures, and so many activities, but I am
really pleased to hear about what is being done.

I would like to see us fashion a way on a systematic basis to get
this information into the hands of more people, get it into the
hands of all the boards of education. I think they have to make the
decision as to whether they are going to use it for the first graders,
and the parents have to make the decision as to how they are going
to use it. But if we can find a distribution pattern, I think it would
be an enormous help.

Mr. PAUKEN. Senator, just one final point. There is .a lot of inter-
est, both in the corporate and foundation world, in terms of making
this happen. So we hope that in a few months from now we will be
able to provide some information about increased distribution.

Senator SPECTER. I wish you would stay in touch with Bruce
Cohen, who is my chief counsel, and give tis the benefit of your
thinking as you move along.

Dr. DURELL. We have described in our testimony several methods
of distribution that we are involved in as well.

Senator SPECTER. Sounds good. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Pauken follows]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS W. POEN

Mr. Chairman, it is an honor to appear before this subcommittee
today to describe the efforts the ACTION Agency is making to
mobilize and support volunteers working in the crucial area of
drug abuse prevention.

ACTION has decided to use Its resources to address the.problem of
youthful drug use, not only because of the disheartening -- indeed,
frightening -- levels of drug use by American teenagers and pre- *

teenagers, but also because there is reason to believe that vol-.
unteer efforts can ameliorate this problem to.a signiftcant degree.

Our activities, which I'll describe in'a Moment, are based on a
number of premises:

1) Prevention efforts must be directed to the pre-teenager
and teenaget, as the populations most physically and
psychologically vulnerable and the most prone to'drug
use.

2) Volunteers must engage in prevention activities, because
prevention is the sphere, in part, of the non-professionil,
whereas treatment requires a level of expertise not amenable

dwto widespread volunteer mobilization.

3) Volunteers must be enlisted to combat use of all illicit
drugs, but especially the use of marijuana, as the most
common drug of introduction to the drug culture.

4) Drug use must be att'acked to some degree in the context-
of a range of ills which afflict y ung people -- juvenile
crime, running away, alienation fro family and community
authority -- because use of drugs is ten associated
with these ills.

In exploring ways in which volunteers can mitigate some of these
ptoblems, we have concluded that there are three causes of drug
Uxe, among other factors which form the basis of ACTION's program.

Ohe is the decline in family unity and in firm, confident parental
'qUidance of the young; another, is a pepvasive absence of purposeful,
generous, and wholesome activity available.to young people themselves.
A third cause is the lack of community-wide mobilization'to create
and insist upon a drug-free environment -- in schools, parks, 'recrea-
tion centers; places of entertainment -- in short, Wherever'youth
are free to congregate. Instead, paraphernalia shops, "do-drugs"
music,and publications, and ambiguous messages from the adult
world in general communicate a sometimed false, but perceptible
tolerance for drug use.

To support families, to encourage, especially, parents as volunteers
agsinst drug use, ACTION is

offering technical assistance to parent groups which
are forming in large numbers nationwide to take
responsibility for providing young people accurate
information, strong guidance, and supportive and
informed community institutions. This assistadce
will be offered by telephone, through a-national
toll-free number; through on-site assistance, as
ACTION support allows leadership of successful
pal-ent groups to'help those in the process of
formation; through conferences and workshops;
and through the provision of accurate up-to-
date medical and scientific information,
presented in laymen's terms.
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-- testing a model which trains both adult and youth
groups in method's' of working with less informed
peers to create a drug-free environment.

-- working with the White House on meetings designed
to introduce parent movement leadership to leaders '

in the corporate, entertainment, and voluntary
.association worlds who may be of assistance to
, parents organizing to prevent drug use.

To insure the availability to these volunteers 4 medical and
scientiftc information which reflects the latest, most accurate
information regarding the health effects of drug use and other
psychoactive drugs, ACTION is supporting the efforts of the
American Council on Marijuana to provide this information
in form readily accessible to the ordinary citizen.

B ecause we believe that simple boredom is often Ore-condition
to experimentation with drugs, and because we believe,:that
young people need to serve their communities in order to mature
S uccessfully, we have instituted a new program, called Young (."

Volunteers in ACTION. .This program, in place at 12 sites aCross
the nation Oth more to come in FY 82, mobilizes young people for
part-time, non-stipended service to their communities. Although
we anticipate that some of these Young Volunteers will ngage in

'peer drug education, the focus is more geneial in its drug use
prevention goal: 'youth who are busy and challenged helping
others through wide range of,strvices will have little use for
the escapist nature of drug use.

To assist young people who are at unusually high risk'of drug
use -- the emotionally and acaftmically trbubled, especially
those from single-parent homes -- ACTION is testing a model
program conducted biwthe Big Brothrs/Big Sisters Organization
of Nassau County, N.Y. This program adopts the adult big brother
model in order to use mature high school juniors and seniors to
work with and serve as companions to younger children judged to
be at risk of,juvenile crime, academic failure, or motional
difficulties. If this program succeeds, as we expect it will,
it holds forth the promise of replication nationwide through
private voluntary associations.

BUt parents and young people alone cannot eradicate drug use.
They need the support of their entire communities to achieve this
goal. Churches, neighborhood, groups, law enforcement agencies,
and school officials all need to work together in behalf of our

youth. One of the primary means of achieving this unity of purpose,
we believe, is through the support of local and national business

and industry.

Although volunteers cost little, they do cost something -- in time,

expertise, and money. Soneone must coordinate the efforts of all
these groups. Informational materials and media campaigns require
financial resources. Often, it is the business leadership in
commUnities and nationwide which has access to these resources.
For this reason, ACTION's Policy and Planning and Voluntary Liaison
staff have been active in seeking out, identifying, and encouraging
such support. In recent months, ACTION staff have made numerous
presentations to such corporate leadership, in the interest of
spreading the word about successful corporate efforts. One in
particular has shown considerable promise. I refer to the
nation-wide Channel One youth recreation, work, and service
programs partly funded through the National Institute on Drug

Abuse. This program has been assisted through major contributions
of money and organizational expertise by the Prudential Insurance
Company of America. ACTION wants to help stimulate this kind of
public-private partnership.
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Our Agency is committed to the increaed participation of volunteer
in the prevention. of drug abue. The-combination of strengthening
the family unit,-increasing opportunities for youth in their communi-
ties, and greater involvement of parents and young people in drug ue
prevention can begin turning the next generation ofAmerica's leader-
ship away from the self-destructiee path of the drug culture.

We believe there can be no more serious challenge t our civic
spirit than voluntary cooperation toward this goal.

.er
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Senator SPICT11111. I would liketO call now Judge John Milligan,
Circuit Judge, Fifth Circuit Court of Ohio, representing the Nation-
al Council of Juvenile and Family Court Judges.

Welcome, Judge Milligan. We very much appreciate your travel-
ing from Ohio to be with us this morning( I note from your record
that you have served 17 years on the Seark County Family Court
and are the past president of the National Council of Juvenile and
Family Court Judges. ,

I regret that we find it necessary, as I announced at the outset,
to abbreviate our proceedings because a joint session of Congress
was scheduled after these hearings were established.

But (we are very pleased to have you here. The focus of our atten-
tion is what to do about juvenile crime, and with particular concen-
tration on the drug issue.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN MILLIGAPi, CIRCUIT JUDGE, FIFTH
CIRCUIT OF OHIO, REPRESENTING 'M NATIONAL COUNCIL OF
JUVENILE AND FAMILY COURT JUDGES
Judge MILLIGAN. Thank you, Senator. It is my pleasure tO be

here and to suggest first that obviously we are grateful for your in-
terest in juvenile justice and what you have done as you have
picked this up. I know I am talking to a former prosecutor, so it is
interesting for a judge to be talking to a prosedutor about this
issue.

My first two points were made clearly to me last night as I drove
home from work and listened to the news. The network news in
'Canton, Ohio; recounted five youngsters apparently that you had
hete yesterday, who were telling their story.

The first point I wanted to make is one you obviously know: The
judge is the wrong person to ask about what is "going down" on
the streets. We see only the tip of the iceberg. I hope and I think it
is important that judges understand that we are not seeing the
whole picture.

What we are seeing, however, are the most serious cases. One of
the things that :the judicial process has to offer, that really no
other agencies offer, is that in the coercive situation, we are the
first agency that sees not just the youngster in Arouble, but the
youngster and his faMily.

The second point is one of which you are well aware. That is the
lack of reliable data in terms of stat4tics. These kids made that
pretty k'clear to you yesterday. I pic up last night the Philadel-
phia juvenile court annual report. I know that is your home dis-
trict. It reports 6 percent of their total caseload were drug cases.

Now you know and I know that that is not the way it is. The fact
is that those are simply the cases where that is the primary
charge.

Senator PECTER. What would your estimate be as to the realistic
figure?

Judge MILLIGAN. I have sat day after day on the bench and won-
dered about this. In one period of 3 weeks in 1980, as I heard Con-
secutive cases, and these were dependency cases, unruly or chil-
dren in need of supervision, runaways, school problems, hOme prob-
lems, as well as criminal delinquency cases, boys and girls, 70 per-
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cent of the cases clearly acknowledge in one way or another that
drug use, and in some cases abuse, was a factor in the case. And
yet the percentage of those cases -that came to the court for that
reason were minimal

,

So obviously one of the tasks is identification of those cases that
do involve substance abuse. And I think we are beginning to learn
some techniques as to how to get along with that. The point is that .
statistics simply do not tell the story to you.

I have been wrestling with some of the problems we face. And s
may I suggest that one of the dimensions we must deal with is cre-
ated by a generational cultural gap with that large group of young
people today who perceive substance abuse, and I include alcohol,
as a value of choice, as a positive value in their lives.

I think that creates a real prohlem for the system in terms of
how we deal in a nonpermissive, coercive way, if we determine that
this problem is as serious as I am convinced it is, with those young:.
sters who do not want to change.

It is easy to provide counseling and elp and redirection for
people who want to change, but the judi

44
ial process is dealing fre-

quently with youngsters who do not want to.
Senator SPECTER. And how do you deal with that problem? Judge

Milligan, your testimony will-be made a part of the record in full.
But how do you deal with the juvenile who does not wish to,
change?

Judge MILLIGAN. In my judgment at this point, with the state-of-
the-artand you may have heard some things that we need to
learn aboutwith those youngsters who do not want to change, it
seems that the two successful options are not acceptable to the gen-
eral public and are not acceptable to government.

One represents the impact of religious conversion. I have seen it
work. I know that youngsters have -changed in their value system
as a result of a religious experience. It causes them to move on
with some determination and consistency and change patterns of
life. .

g

Very early on in my career I spent some time with Dave Wilker-
son on the streets of New York, and I am satisfied that that is one
model that works. But it is not acceptable from a total community
point of view, and perhaps from a government-funding point of
view.

A second way that may work is equally unacceptable, and it has
to do with regimentation, discipline, firm, militaristic controls that
may even sound like mind control And I am aware of two pro-
grams in Ohio, both of which have gone under, that were having
success in controlling youngsters, getting them off, getting them
onto a new pattern of life that was very regimented discipline, and
almost scarey in terms of

Senator SPECTER. In any of your adjudications, do you ever deal.
with either of those remedies?

Judge MILLIGAN. Yes, but never without parental aluwat. Those
edare. options that are explor with the parents. If the pa nts and

those who are counseling them agree that this is an option of
choice, we have frequently used it. Yes, indeed.
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Senator Smarm And what do you do if the parents object to
both of those options and you have a 14-year-old drug user who has
taken to minor burglary? Do you, incarcerate?

Judge MILLIGAN. Sure. That becomes the treatment of choice if
there is no other option in terms of a youngster turning around
and straightening out. And I do not think anybody is kidding us in
terms of whether the straight incarceration program works insofar
as changing attitudes. I am past chairman of the Youth Services
Advisory Board in Ohio, which is the group that advises the Youth
Commission, the agency that provides custodial care. And the con-
stant hue and cry of all of us is: Get programs in place, working,
using the techniques that are already available under coercion to
deal with these kids.

And may I suggest one that I have seen work? I ani a jogger and
I am highly impressed with what has happened in some of the in-
stitutions with youngsters who have-gotten into jogging as a way of
getting high. It sounds corny, but I have seen it work. I went down
to our major institution in Ohio for juvenile delinquent kids And I
was really impressed with the extent to which these kids were in
competition with themselves to improve themselves in their, capac-
ity to jog and run.

Almost everybody can run. They can experience,success because
they are not competing against anybody else or the world.

I ran. into a kid about 3 months ago that I recognized on our
street. He had been out of the institution for over a year. I said,
"How you doing?" He says, "Fine; I am not back in." I said, "Quit
conning me." He said, "I am not conning you; I am giving you the
truth. I am straight." I said, "Are you running?" He said, "I sure
ain," And this kid is a :jogger.

He really gets high in his enthusiasm, and I guess there is some
physiological evidence at this point that the brain really does get
high from jogging.

Senator SPECITR. There is no constitutional prohibition against a
sentence to jogging, is there?

Judge MILLIGAN. No. As a matter of fact, we have set up a pro-
gram in our community with volunteers from the Y and we are .
having limited success in fathers jogging with their sons. Mitered-
ing and hopeful kinds of things. And that is notijust for drug cases.

Senator SPECTER.- Judge Milligan, one of the issues commanding
the attention of this subcommittee has been to try to/ identify the
potential career criminal at an early stage. District Attorney Reno '
from Dade County, Fla., was just going through a chronology which
is similar to one I have seen and I am sure you have, where there
is a truancy at Ei or 9 and vandalism at 10 or 11 and petty larceny
and burglary at 13 and robbery at 15 and, armed robbery at 17,
leading perhaps to homicide.

What suggestions 'would you have for the subcommittee on the
issue of early detection of the crime cycle?

Judge MILLIGAN. The first thing I think has to happen is that the
Federal Government has got to change its perspective of the status
of a child. As long as we continue to believe, as we did at the incep-
tion of the Bayh Act in 1974, that children have a right to freedom,
instead of a right to custody, we are going to create situations out
of which that yen for freedom, whatever a child determines that
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that means, is going to lead him in paths against authority and di-
rection.

We have to, I think, accept as a national policy thlit children
have a right to custody. They are not little adults. And when we
begin- to think about it that way, then we begin to structure custo-
dial situations that can help youngsters develop the kinds of value
systems that are contrary to this predominant subculture value.

Senator SPECTER.' What kind of custody -do you have in mind?
Judge MILLIGAN. I have in mind parental custody.
Senatoi Sprang. They have that now, do they not?,
Judge MILLIGAN. No. I'm talking about reinforcement of parental

custody.
Senator SPECTER. How do you do that?
Judge MILLIGAN. Well, one of the things you do not do is give li-

cense, for instance in the runaway issue. You do not provide
through the Federal Government alternatives' in the runaway area
that detract from and destroy parental rights and responsibilities.

Senator SPECTER. SpeCifically what do you mean by that?
Judge MILLIGAN. I mean, and we are going back now to some of

the things that you and I have talked about in terms of what hap-
pened under the Bayh Act with the Federal mandate that States
have no authority with respect to children who do not commit
crimes, in terms of custodial provision of care. And we have gone
through these horror stories of the youngsters who run away from
home and who are sheltered and the parents are not notified about
it and the parents are not involved.

And it grows out of, in my judgment, this attitude that children
are little adults with a right to freedom, and not a right to custody.

, We need to reinforce parental custody.
Senator SPECTER. Do you' have any other custodial aspect in mind

besides parental custody?
Judge MILLIGAN. Well, I think we must as a society recognize

that to the extent parental custody is inappropriate for a number
of reasonsI will give you one in a divorce case, for instance,
where the mother was continuing to use the shotgunning of mari-
huana into the mouth of a young child as a sedative for the child
when it would cry, and evidence of,neglect. That child needs custo-
dial permanent' care.

We are moving in heautiful ways toward Provi mg permanence
for children in alternate homes if the parentir are not going, to
make it. I am talking about a progressive kind of thing.

Senator SPECTER. What is your suggestion for the earliest detec-
tion of potential career criminals among juvenilesZ

Judge MILLIGAN. Talk to the first grade teachers about those
youngsters who have come to the first grade ill prepared for that
experience. And I am not being facetious about this.

Senatoi SPECTER. You think you can detect them as early as the
first grade?

Judge MILLIGAN. I think you can see tilose children who are be-
ginning to develop those characteristics of .disrespect for authority
at that early age. I certainly do.

I would like to say one other thing in this area in terms of inves-
tigation of crime. Mr. Cohen and I spoke in the hall just a moment
about it. I am concerned in the area of drug enforcement with juve-
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niles with the problem not only of generational gap, but also the
problem Of detection and arrest.

As a court of appeals judge now, I can say to you that we are
hearing many cases of the kind with which you are historically fa-
miliar. Law officers are confused and ineffective in their inVestiga-
tion because they do not know the perimeters of entrapment. And
of all the areas of law enforcethent that are difficult because of
where the rights of one person's privacy end and intrusion begins, I
would say that drug law enforcement is one of them.

As I read case after case upon appeal
Senator Spscrxa. You are talking about eduoating the officers as

to the law on entrapment? - '
Judge MILLIGAN. Well, and I maybe even am talking about can

the Congress help us with respect to the laws of evidence on en-
trapment? If we believe that this problem is so serious with chil-
dren that it is destroying youngsters, then maybe the right of) pri-
vacy of that youngster has to yield to the greater good, at some
point, under obvious strict restraints, toward determining the
truth.

Senator SPECTER: Judge Milligan, I would appreciate it if you
would pursue that matter with subcommittee staff after the hear-
ings end. I would really like to do that now, but-the timetable just
does not permit it.

Judge MILLIGAN. One other thing that I would like to ask for:
Can the Congress please give us some help as we have in alcohol
detection now? We need scientific, simple, cheap ways to determine
when a person is under the influence of drugs. And law enforce-
ment is having a terrible time with this issue, and the problems of
proof are overwhelming.

Senator SprcrEa. Well, again, let me ask you to develop that fur-
ther with staff. I would appreciate it.

Judge MILLIGAN. May I make one other point? Do I have time?
Senator SPECTER. Sure.
Judge MILLIGAN. I. would like to make a point about funding pro-

gram because I think it is important. I would really be excited if
this committee might perceive that in funding programs of coercive
drug control, you might think about letting free enterprise work.
There are all kinds of agencies out there in this country that are
working with kids.

I think it would be fiscally responsible and probably give us
better return on the buck if we would, rather than fund programs
that might possiblir work in the future, that we say to that great
system that is already in place: You come up with a program that
works and you show us that it works, and we will fund it.

Senator SPECTER. Sounds good. Judge, I am very reluctant to end
this discussion because you have so much to offer, but the time just
mandates it. Please continue our discussion with the staff, I would
be grateful.

Judge MILLIGAN. I certainly will, SenatoriThanIF you.
Senator SPECTER. Thank you very much for coming.
[The prepared statement of Judge Milligan followsl
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JUDGE JOHN R. MILLIGAN

COMMENTS CONCERNING DRUGS AND JUVENILES

,Mr. Chairman: .

.1 appreciate the opportunity to speak to this important legislative

committee concerning an issue that is large part of problem that I.

threatening the fabric d our society children and drug use and abuse.

Judicial Perspective. Although ashy people in each community believe/

their juvenile judge is the authority on youth and drug -use, the Tact ie

that the juvenile judge is often the last person to deal with the problean

and then only in highly selective and aggravated instances. A higher

level of intelligence u to the extent of the problem would be gleaned from

the honest testimony of children in the schools of the nation. I will con-
fine mv comments to experiences and perceptions arising out of the Wein-

istration of judicial duties over eighteen years u juvenile judge in

county caiposed of 350,000 people and haring 2$ separate school districts.

Statist ice .

Beware of' statistics as any adequate indicator ot the nature and
extent of the problem of drug use and abuse. For example, the vast
majority of cases coming before the juvenile court involving drugs do not

s

involve charges .of violation of the drug laws. We see strong-armed rob-

bery, aggrevated burglery, breaking nd entering of doctors' offices,

theft, receiving stolen goods and assault as the primary charge, only to

learn that, in fact, the purpose or motive behind the crime charged'was

drug-related (etther the purchase or use of drugs).
4%--7

So also, many of the atatus offenders, school problems, runaway

youth, and incorrigible youth are not charged s drug offenders, but are

charged as unruly, or dependent or is children in need of supervision.

Statistics will not begin to tell the atory.

On the other hand, for period of three weeks in .19110,4 personally

kePt record of cases coming before the court that involved drug use or

A J
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abuse. 1.found that this issue was admittedly involved in seventy percent

of the cases. I suppose that the figure wes redly higher. A school admin-

istrator recently told ms that their biggest prcblem in the junior high is

that fully fifty percent of the students come io echool hie; on marijuana.

Law enforcement -- very difficult.

I ass ilve barriers to effective law enibreement:

1. Sub-cultural factors. The youth sob-culture

renting with, or regularly using, drugs and alcohol is generally outaida

the traditional institutional framework such as the family, the school, and

youth agencies. There is a sense in which this culture has attached a

positire. appropriate value upon drugs and .alcobol. (Without meaning to

overstrstch the aniklogy, the current posture al the homosexual sub-

culture is comparable.) An individual within a sub-culture that believes tt

is right, And law is wrong, is unlikely to be dissuaded from Ds per-

spective by law enforcement.

Thus, Dave Wilkereon, founder of Teen Challenge, persuasively

argues ihat the egy cure for drug addiction is religious conversion;

anything short of that is fleeting. TMe point of view leads to the argu-

ment that we do youth no favor by coddling drug experimentation and

abuse.

1. , Availability. Drugs, particularly marijuana and alcohol. Sr* now

readily available within virtually every facet of the youth culture. The

fact that drugs have become such a problem with the middle class is, in

sense,' blessing in &grub.. for it finally calls to our collective urgent

attention a problem that historically was not as widespread in its impost.

For law enforcenent, impounding drugs ia like trying to stop a rain-
.

storm with a teacup.
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a. Nebel ey. The mobility of amines. youth. end the Phreeyere et

drugs and alcohol further xacerbates the problem of law enforcement.

4. Age differentisl. Because law nforcement &seers IWO adult,

access to juveniles in investigation and nforcement is very difficult,

particularly if entrapment I. to be avoided.

5. Arrest and prosecution. Many of my ecileagues suggest that

investigation and arrest in juveidle drug oase, without entrapment, is-

almost imposable. Generally, an informant is essential. Prosecution is

equally difficult, partbularly when drug use le perceived as s social, not

legal, problem.

Judges are increasingly dismayed by the reality of dealing with juven-

iles Involved in drugs while the peddlersvare unfbund anti unprosecuted,

particularly when the judge perceives the juvenile as s victim rather than

an offender.

The generation gep. Parents simply don't understand the drug

scene. Over and over I have heard parents express relief and gratitude

when they learned that their child was abusing alcohol, not drugs. Par-

ents can understand drunkenness, generally for obvious reasons.

There I. an enormous need, for education of adults. However, such

education must follow determination of what really is the truth.

Need. for fact s.

At this point in history, perhaps more than anything else, our nation

needs to know with relisble, authoritative certainty what the truth is

concerning drugs and their effect upon juveniles. The drug sub-culture

rejects a firm antt-drug posture of government and other authorit% un-

supported by reliable evidence.

ttLet's get on with the task of finally determ ing the addictive, knpli-

cations of the drop as well as the psychological ependence.
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Lotto find out bow drugs abet tho health ot Juveniles. (The recent

revelations ct the impact of marijuana upon pregnancy have been helpful,

litthey are accurate.)

What are the social rSlPuI6tS of drug use and abuse?

Obviously, sclentitio'ressarch needs to be expedited.

What lo do.- 1

The Mowing reocousendations eire being made with hopeful sensi-

tivity to the funding realities facing the federel government.;1

A. Reach cloaure on facts.

II. Fund =anew:1bl progrems of:

1. ilducation at parents, youth, and youth leaders. (including

teichers, Judges, polio., and other youth workers) and provide training.

If the suggestion is correct that drug addiction I. imlf-destructive

behavior that can only be stopped when th individual so decides, edu-

cation is our best defenie. And until we know what oho works, let's

spend our money OA what is likely to do the most good.

2. Identification of users.

It is incredible considering the nature of the problem that law enforce-

ment and other authorities still have no simple. inexpensive, scientific

technique for measurement of whether a person is under the influence of

drugs. (We need a drug "breathalyser.*)

Another barrier to identification cl users is the issue cl where the

right at prpscy of child ends and yields to parental concern for his

aslf-ciestructive behavior.
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I. Law entemement and training.

Law enforcement affirm:a 111w highly frustrated with the dilemma ot

antonomasia versus entrapment. Can federal govermoent help them?

.or 4. Programs and services.

I subsdt .that the federal government should be slow to fUnd prafrems

dealing with this elecific issue .ihr dl of the above reasons.

To the extent prognosis and services are to be federally funded, I

teopose .what is; to many, a drastic inversion.

LIT'S LIT FREI ENTENTRISI WORE TO DEVELOP EFFECTIVE PRO-

GRAMS, AND PUND ONLY TROSII PROGRAMS THAT DEMONSTRATI SUC-

CESS. (Ile have long held the view that seed money innovative programs

are the hallmark of the federal Initiative. (uriously, even in bonding

them programs we have identified funding with projects that held the

highest potential for success.)

I believe we can no longer afford this smorgasbord luxury.

From light years of experience with 0.1JDP-fionded programs, we

should hive learned 5 number of lissom about program potential for

success:

A. Counselling, per se, is 5 waste of time and money.

B. Group counselling is generally ineffective unless tightly con-

trolled and specific.

C. Programs to work must be directly related to the problem to be

solved.

D. Suooessibl programs teach skills that enable people to experience

meaningful success.

E. Among -the most successful programs Me Mom that involve the

whole family and focus upon koprovement of communication skills,

end them programs only work when the parties are given a

structured opportunity to experiment, and there is follow-up.
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P. Programs to be suommstal need the potential of Unctions as a

reinforcement.

O. Sanctions needoto be directly related to the illegal beholder.

W. Programs do not work unless there is atrong fallow-through and

monitoring.

Conchnion. ..

This juvenile judge believes that under the Current state al the

kflowiedge. determining what the facts are concerning drugs- and dis7

laminating that info tion In a .creditible way to the general public will

be core effect-he t the funding ci specific programs. To the extent

programs are fun he time has come to let tit; free enterprise system

operete and fund those progrems that can prove they are/caessful in

achieving the result contemplated.

I _thank this honorable, committee foi the opportunity to express one

judge's opinion about one of the most pervasive. difficult problems in the

lillis.

4
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Senator SPECTER. I would like to call now Ms. Penny Grodenchik,
president of Gaudenzia, and Dr. Sidney Shankman, etedutive direc-
tor and founder of Second Genesis, Alexandria, Va.

Your statements will be made a part of the record. Because of
the time limitations, peimit me to ask you to give us the benefit of
your experience on Gaudenzia house, which has an illustrious
'record in Philadelphia going back for more than a decade. How
might we deal with the problems of drugs and juveniles.

STATEMENT OF PENNY GRODENCHIK, PRESIDENT, GAUDENZIA,
INC., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Ards. GRODENCHIK. Well, our experience has beerione of the most
effective ways to deal with drug use in juveniles is peer counseling.
One of our policies is as part of our reentry phase of our program,
the people that have been through the program work in the schools
and with community groups and in an outreach center to educate
and rap with young people who are involved or look as if they are
going to become involved in that kind of behavior along the line.

Senator SPECTER. HOW many people do -you have at Gaudenzia
now?

Ms. GRODENCHIK. In tesidential treatment we have 132; outpa-
tient, we have 400.

Senator SPECTER. Do you have installations besides the main fa-
cility in Westchester?

Ms. GRODENCHIK. Yes, we have them throughout the eastern part
of the State: Harrisburg, Lancaster, Westchester, Philadelphia.

Senator SPECTER. And those are outpatient?
Ms. GRODENCHIK. Inpatient and outpatient.
Senator SPECTER. How many do you have in Harrisburg?
Ms. GRODENCHIK. We have one inpatient facility. We have three

outpatient programs: Two Hispanic, one just in Cumberland and
Perry Counties.

Senator SPECTER. When you talk aboUt peer assistance, how
young does that peer assistance go?

Ms. GRODENCHIK. Normally toy the time somebody is ready for
reentry, the youngest age would be 17. At that time they are nor
mally back in the public school system. Older- than that, they
would be in the outpatient center in Philadelphia, talking to youth
that have been referred through the juvenile justice system on an
outpatient basis..

Senator SPECTER. What is the earliest age that your experience
shows someone is dealing with drugs?

Ms. GRODENCHIK. We have had verbal statements of 9 years old,
one young girl of 8. Our youngest person in the program now is 13.
We have two 13-year-olds.

Senator SPECTER. And what is your best recommendation as to
how to deal with such an 8-year-old?

Ms: GRODENCHIK. Find out why they feel that they should be in-
volved in, that. I think that there is something missing, that that
child is facing a gap in their lives, whether it is support from par-
ents or friends or siblings, and try.4o recongtruct whatever 'that
support system is they need 'in some other way.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Grodenchik follows]
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PREPARp SUMMIT OF PENNY GicCEPCNIK

Gaudenzia, Inc., a multi.purpOse human service.agencY,

wai founded in 1961,.as a program designed to treat substance

abuse and other forms of self-destructive.behavior; educate

the public as to tht cause and prevention of the above pro-,

blems; and, research the causes, prevention and treatment of

dysfunctional behavior patterns.

For the past thirteen years, Gaudenzia has been providing

drug rehabilitation and other treatment services to the resi-

dents of Pennsylvahia. the success of our programs is based

upon the provision of a comprehensive approach to the AndividUal

client's rehabilitation.
.

The Gaudenzia program began with one residential facility

for long termintensivetherapy in North Philadelphia, which

is still in operation. It has since expanded to encompass

ten facilities and thirteen separate programs throughout the

state.

By 1970 a second residential facility in West Chester

and an outpatient program in Philadelphia were established.

In'1972, Gaudenzia added a third residential facility, located

in Palmyra (the Central Pennsylvania region) for short-term

residential treatment, referred to as Concept-90.

As Gaudenzia expanded, its programs became diverse and

specialized in response to the needs demonstraied by the client

population. Steadily developing new programs. Gaudenzia now

fulfills the needs of several cli nt populations, serving two

major geographical areas. Gaudenzia's programs and services

include; residential rehabilitation, outpatient treatment,

prevention services, adolescent group home care, transitional
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living for Mentally disabled, vocational training.community

and parenting groups, speaking engagements and volunteer triining.

Residential Therapeutic Community Programs

Gaudenzia provides residential.drug and.alcohol rehabilitation in four,

facilities, two in the Eastern Region (in Philadelphia and West Chester)

and two in the Western Region (in Harrisburg and Lancaster). Treatment

in these programs is based on the Therapeutic Community modality, in

which'emphasis is placed on resocialization, and basic personality

change is brought about througH a unique group of behavioral methods.

An important facet of this therapy is a home-like, extended family

atmospher.e.

This treatment varies in length from a three-month program to a long-term

program requiring from twelve to eigilteen months to complete, all in-
.

volving intensive'group and individual therapy and educationalbiocational

programs. The Vantage facility in Lancaster is Sftcifically.designed

for alcoholic and cross-addicted women and their children. There are

very.few such facilities in the country, which offer a treatment alter-

natjve to women who would norMally resist it due to parental responsi-

bilities and the fear of having their childrewseparated from them.

All of the residential programs emphasize the final phase of treatment,

considered to be a critical point in rec ery from addiction. A separate

"Re-entry" phase gradually reintegrates the recovering individual into

the community mainstream - adapting to employment, self-sufficiency,

and personal achievment.

Therapeutic Community treatment is widely recognized as one of the most

successful methods to effect sustained recovery. In Gaudenzia's network

of programs this is evidenced by the fact that over 33% of the full,-time

staff are successful program completions, aod a significant portion.0f

these Mold upper-level management positions.
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Outpatient Pr Ogress

A Of the five Oaudenzia Outpatient.programs. two are in Philadelphia serving

the county at large two are in Harrisburg and one in:HechiniCtburgo Pa.

Each of these programs provide the same.basic.treatment regime which

includes indiVidual, fatily, and vocational counseling, aid with:JOb

,and school placement, legal anclother professional services, but Jrfer

in the way thete services are delivered. :

f
.

One of the two programt'in Philadelphia serves theadult populatiok

The other program designed to meet the speCial heeds of the polydrug' I,

abuser under.the age of twenty-one. Data collected on the Philadelphia

Adult Outpatient popUlation varies little from that'of'clients in rest;

dential treatment. Up Lb 80% of the outpatient clients are stipulated

to drug abuse treatment through probition/parole.or the court system.

Centro De Vida:the outpatient program housed in the Spanish Speaking,

Center, serves the Hispanic population living in the Harrisburg area.

It provides bOth treatment and prevention services at the center, as

well as #41in, the local school ind prison system. The bilingual-bi-

cultural background of the stef at Centro De Vida has proven to be most

successful in treating this Aistorically under-served population.

.4k. newest outpatient program estabished in '1980,,Gaudenzie Westshore,

provides prevention and treatment services to the counties of Cumberland

and Perry.

Other Social Services

Other residential programs include a transitrl living.facility for

mentally disabled persons and a group home for adolescents who are in

need of emergency shelter. These facilities serve a needy population

and provtde an alternative to institutionalized care in a home-like

setting.'

Gaudenzta also operates a Counseling Interveniion program out of-the

Outreach facility in North Philadelphia. The program serves youth
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whose home and family'sttuations require intervention. Services are

provided in the client's own home, and focuses on the family as a unit

to help preclude future problems.

Funding by Source

Funding for the'Gaudenzia programs for FY 81 was primarily,fee for service

or per diem.funding from state and county and local authorities as,well

as client paymentt and contributions,from the community and local busi- .

nesses. Foundation grants for one time specifiC Projects:totaled

$ 60,000.

Government Funding $1,417.073 .

Client Payments 169;094

Third Party Payments 2,250

Contributions 90,660 ,

Foundation Grants 60,000

The following charts are compiled from information reported in the
Comprehensive Plan for.Drug & Alcohol Treatment and Prevention Programs
for the City of PhiladeTphia, 1981,1982

PRIMARY DRUG AT INTAKE TO TREATMENT

Primary Drug Number % Number %

of Abuse

Heroin 3552 20.6 3977 19.4

Other Opiates 855 - 6.0 912 4.4

Alcohol 9448 54.8 115.1k 56.6

Barbiturates 374 2.2 . 409 2.0

Tranquilizers 209 1.2 '158 0.8

Other Sedatives 165 1.0 288 1..4

Amphetamines 927 5.4 1308 .6.4

Cocaine , 87 .5 117 0.6

Marijuana 606 3.5 1701. 3.4

Inhalants IA '.9' 60 0.3

Other 638 3.7 741 3.6
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The following charts are compiled from information reported
in the Coiprehensive Plan for Drug & Alcohol Treatment and
Prevention Programs- for the city of Philadelphia, 1981-1982

Number of Heroin and All Drug Related Deaths

1977 7 1980.(Semi-Annual Data)

Time Peribd Heroin &elated All Drug Related
Deaths Deaths

1st 1977 26 St

2nd 1977 32 86

../ 1st 1978 47 84

- 2nd 1978 11 46

1st 1979 19 69

2nd 1979 23 81

1st 1980 31 81



The following-charts ere compiled fro0 information reported

in the Comprehentive Plan for Dryg and AlCohol Treatment and

Prevention Programs for the City of Philadelphia 1981 - 1982.

<

Distribution of all Clients by Age, Race, and Sex

. 1979 - 1980 (Fiscal Years)

SEX

4ale

:emale

rotal

1979

%

82.6

17.4

100.0

%

Number

1980.

83.3

16.7

100.0

%

Number

.

13993

2952

16945

Number

16886

3383

202.69

. NumberRACE

ihite 5721 33.8 7446 36.7

neck

iispanic

10376

814

61.2

4.8

. 11727

1054

57.9,

5.2

Ither 34 .2 42 .2

otal

,

1694 100.0 20269 100.0

1"

AGE ' Number % Number %-

ess than 18 , 717 4.2 1005 5.0

8 - 20/ 538 3.2 597 2.9

:1 - 26 2517 14.9 2739 .13.5

S - 30 3603 21.3 4122 20.3
/

1 - 44

reater,than 44

5769

3801

34.0

22.4

7234

4572

35.7

22.6

otals 16945 100.0 20269 100.0



The client population on January 21, 1982 was 132. The fallowing table/

shows primary drug Of abuse, age and sei of those individuals stipulated to,

the program.

.Primary
Drug of Abuse

Sex

Stipulated
Clients

Age

Item

1

22

8

3

2

22

2

5

3

8

64

11

75

7

9'

30

18

11

Heroin

AlCohol

Barbiturates ,

Tranquilizers

Amphetamines

Cocaine

Marijuana

Other

Hallucinogens

Male

Female

less than 18

18 - 20

21 - 25.

26 - 30

31 - 44
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GAUDENZIA PROGRAMS - STATE-WIDE

1014,
ag4241".1*

SOMA"
-West Shore - Polydrug

Outpatient

'Concept-90 - Residential
Drug-Free

-Centro de Vida - Outpatient
It -lingual

'Vantage - Residential-
Alcoholic women with
children

-Gaudenzia House -
-Residential Drug-

#Free
-Gaudenzia House -Reildentiz

Drug-Free
-Outreach Adult Outpatient

Adolescent Polydrug
-Omega House - Emergency

Shelter
-Corporate Office
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Senator SIMMER. Dr. Shankman, let me turn to you at this point
with the same essential question. What is your best recommenda-
tion on how to deal with the juvenile drug problem?'

STATEMENT OF DR. SIDNEY SHANKMAN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
AND FOUNDER, SECOND GENESIS, ALEXANDRIA, VA.

Dr. SHANKMAN. Well, as a child and adolescent psychiatrist, I
would like to state that it is my belief that drugs are a symptom of
a problem, rather than a problem per se. They are a masking
device. You can find aliiiost any reason for the use of them.

But when you find a youngster turning to drugs, I interpret that
as a signal to intervene, to find out of what they are a symptom.
You can explore by working through the schools. There were good
teachers long before there were good child psychiatrists. With
teachers, working through the schools, working with the schools,
and working with the families, one can find out just of what they
are a symptom.

Senator SPECTER. What is your experience as to the earliest point
that you have seen anyone dealing with drugs?

Dr. SHANKMAN. At Second Genesis, we are a residential treat-
ment facility. Our youngest in residence at the present time is 13.
However, in the history of our youth who have been there, it has
not 'been infrequent at all to find youngsters who started into drugs
when they were in the second and third grades. There have been
some cases documented where these kids startod using when they
were actually 6 years old. 0 ,

Senator SPECTER. What suggestions would you have, Dr. Shank-
man, for Federal action on this subject?

Dr. SHANKMAN. Well, I would like to start by expanding what
Judge Milligan said. I believe you have to show that a program
works, and if orie proves it can work and that it is practical, thaf
you continue that program. It would be presumptuous of me or any
other mental health professional to speak of any one program
being the panacea.

The therapeutic community, which is a highly structured, non-
permissive, chemically free program, does work. It distresses me
that people don't realize it costs about $21 a day to keep one of
these youths in our program in any of the therapeutic communi-
ties, yet, it costs about $40 a day to incarcerate a youth. We have
seen that traditional psychotherapeutic approaches with character
disorders of juvenile delinquents generally do not work very well in
a psychiatric hospital which costs $300 to $400 a day.

So just in terms of cost effectiveness, not to mention human costs
which cannot be calculated, it would seem to me that emphasis on
such pragmatic programs as therapeutic communities should be in-
vestigated. They have proven track records to show that they
really do work.

I can also tell you as a child psychiatrist, and an adolescent psy-
chiatriSt, very much in keeping with Judge Milligan's statement, if
you want to see a frightened child, you show me an undisciplined
one. I am not sure I agree, with Judge Milligan's ways of imposing
structure. But I do think it is imperative that kids do have strucT
time and that the rules be understandable and meetable. I am not
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.sure about the psychological effects of jogging, or with all due re-
spect, that prayer, in itself is going to resolve any issue. I think
that they have ,their. merits. I do not think that we can impose
them on people. !

We can impose a healthy structure as we, throughout the United
States, in programs like Second Genesis, Gaudenzia House, have
shown, have demonstrated, we have lectured about theraputic com-
munities throughout the world. The reason for the success of the
program is based on the fact not that it is profound,- but that it is
practical and it is duplicatable.

Senator SPEC'TER. How many people do you have at Second Gen-
esis?

Dr. SHANKMAN. At Second Genesis we have about 280 people in
residence. However, I prefer fire prevention to firefighting. You
asked earlier about what one can do in the community. Our youth
have a commitment not only to themselves but to the community
at large. And to this end .they go out into the coMmunities and
they talk in the schools.

You can see some of our ;Second Genesis kids sitting here. If a
kid, who might have been captain of a football team or basketball
team, goes into the high schools and tells other kids what drug
abuse is really all about, and I do not mean lectures- in pharmacol-
ogy, they will listen.

As a matter of fact,. in northern Virginia we sent our youth
throughout the area. In public health and in medicine, Senator,
you measure your success not by the number of cases you have but
the number of cases you do not have. This is called prevention.

Senator SPECTER. How do you measure the number of cases you
do not have?

Dr. SHANKMAN. Well, when you send these youngsters out to the
schools and they talk to the youth and they explain to them what
drug abuse is all about, this is fire prevention. You can help kids to
turn their lives around. In adolescence, the concept of peer pres-
sure and role modeling is important. When a student can see some-
one who has become involved in drug abuse, who has expressed to
these kids what he has done, it becomes a very important educa-
tional tool.

In northern Virginia, all the high schools got together. As an act
of appreciation to the kids of Second Genesis for their help in drug
education, students put on a play and the proceeds went to the pro-
gram. We will not charge for our community services. The benefit
performance was an act of appreciation for what Second Genesis
had done for the youngsters throughout northern Virginia.

Our programs extend in Maryland, Washington and throughout
Virginia.

Senator SPECTER. Dr. Shankman and Ms. Grodenchik, I would
very much appreciate it if this dialog could be continued after the
hearing with Mr. Cohen and the staff. I am sorry that we cannot
go further. We are over time now and we have to assemble in the
Senate Chamber for the joint session.

I have great admiration for the work of these residential treat-
ment cenkrsr-had a substantial hand in getting the first grant of
State money to establish Gaudenzia house in Westchester,, Pa.,
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back in 1968, and I certainly do commend you both for your efforts.
I want to thank you very much for coming here today.

Dr. Sittoricsuor. Thank you for permitting it.
Senator SPECTER. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Shankman followsj



f'REPARIED STAMM Cf DR. SIDNEY SHANKMAN

SENATOR SPECTER AND, MEMBERS OFJHE SUBCOMMITTEE, MY NAME IS

SIDNEY SHANKMAN, !CD. 1 AM EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF SECOND GENESIS,

INC., A PRIVATE, NON7PROFIT1 RESIDENTML, THERAPEUTIC tOMMUNITY

FOR THE TREATMENT OF ADOLESCENT AND ADULT DRUG ABUSERS,_

MARYLAND, VIRGINIA, AND WASHINGTON, D.C. AREAS. I. AM ALSO A

BOARD QUALIFIED PSYCHIATRIST IN BOTH ADULT PSYCHIATRY, AND CHILD

AND ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY.-

IN AN EFFORT TO ASSIST THE SUBCOMMITTEE'S INVESTIGATION OF THE

ISSUES SURROUNDING JUVENILE DRUG ABUSE, I WOULD LIKE TO BRIEFLY

DISCUSS THE PROBLEM, THE ADOLESCENT, AND THE SOLUTION WE SEEK AT

SECOND GENESIS.

THE PROBLEM OF DRUG ABUSE AMONG ADOLESCENTS IS AIDRASTIC ONE.

IT IS A PROBLEM THAT HAS NEVER BEEN MORE SERIOUS, IT EXISTS IN THE

CITY AND IN THE SUBURBS, AND CROSSES ALL SOCIOECONOMIC STRATAS.

No COMMUNITY SHOULD DELUDE ITSELF INTO BELIEVING ITS YOUTH ARE

IMMUNE. NOT ONLY DOES THE PROBLEM APPEAR TO BE SPREADING, BUT IT

IS OUR OBSERVATION THAT THE AVERAGE AGE FOR INITIAL DRUG CONTACT

HAS STEADILY DECLINED. AND IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT INVOLVEMENT

WITH ANY ONE SUBSTANCE, INCLUDING MARIJUANA, GREATLY INCREASES THE

LIKELIHOOD OF BECOMING INVOLVED WITH OTHER SUBSTANCES.

ALTHOUGH THERE IS LITTLE RESEARCH ESTABLISHING A CAUSAL

RELATIONSHIP IN CURRENT TRENDS, IT APPEARS EVIDENT THAT AS THE

AGE OF INITIAL DRUG CONTACT HAS DECLINED, THE INVOLVEMENT OF

JUVENILES IN SERIOUS CRIME HAS INCREASED. IN A RECENT UPI RELEASE,

BALTIMORE COUNTY POLICE "CHIEF CORNELIUS BREHAN SAID 44 PERCENT OF

MAJOR CRIMES IN THE COUNTY LAST YEAR WERE COMMITTED BY PEOPLE UNDER

18 YEARS OF AGE AND SAID 20 PERCENT OF THE YOUTHS COMMITTING

CRIMES WERE ON PAROLE OR PROBATION." IF THE YOUNG-PEOPLE I WORK

WITH ARE ANY INDICATION, I MUST BELIEVE THAT LOCAL JURISDICTIONS/

ACROSS THE COUNTRY ARE FACING THE SAME DILEMMA. THESE TEENAGERS

TELL ME ABOUT REPEATED SUSPENSIONS,:OR AS THEY CALL THEM

"VACATIONS," FROM SCHOOL: BEFORE ANYONE TOOK A FIRM POSITION
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WITH THEM DR TRIED TO HELP THEMI AND THEY RECOUNT EIGHT TO TEN

APPEARANCES IN JUVENILE COURT BEFORE ANYONE HELD THEM TRULY

ACCOUNTABLE FOR THEIR ACTIONS. WE MUST BEGIN TO FACE THE FACT

THAT WE HAVE WORKED SO HARD TO PROTECT OUR YOUTH THAToWE HAVE

ACTUALLY HURT BOTH THEM, AND OURSELVES, IN THE PROCESS.

MUCH OF THIS RELATES DIRECTLY TO THE DYNAMICS OF ADOLESCENCE,-
. J 0

WHICH IS, AT BEST, -IAN EXTREMELY LABILE PERIOD DURING WHICH THE

YOUTH-MOVES AWAY FROM THE FAMILY AND TOWARD THE pEER GROUP AS THE

PRIMARY SOURCE OF SUPPORT AND ACCEPTANCE. THIS.00CURS IN THE

NAME OF SEEKING FREEDOM AND INDEPENDENCE, WHICH THE ADOLESCENT

LOOSELY DEFINES AS THE CAPACITY TO TAKE A HAND IN HIS OWN

DEVELOPMENT.42LL TOO FREQUENTLY, THE ADOLESCENT CONFUSES FREEDOM

WITH REBELLIOiNOWE THE LATTER PROVIDES A FALSE SENSE OF

INDEPENDENCE. UNDER THE GUISE OF SEEKING INDEPENDENCE, THE

ADOLESCENT THUS REBELS AGAINST THAT WHICH ACTUALLY INSURES HIS

FREEDOM AND INDEPENDENCE THAT IS, RESPONSIBILITY.

THERE IS,AN'ADDITIONAL "SYNDROME" WHICH IS QUITE RECURRENT

AND CAN FURTHER EXACERBATE THE ADOLESCENT'S DILEMMA, IT OCCURS

MOST FREQUENTLY AMONG THOSE PARENTS WHO HAVE EXPERIENCED "HARD

TIMES" AS A CHILD. AS A RESULT THERE IS A TENDENCY,TO PROTECT

THEIR OWN CHILDREN FROM EXPERIENCING THOSE SAME STRESSES. IN

THE PROCESS, THEY ACTUALLY DEPRIVE THE CHILD OF THAT WHICH THEY

DID HAVE, EVEN IN THE WORST OF TIMES --- RESPONSIBILITY AND

DISCIPLINE. AS A CHILD PSYCHIATRIST, I-HAVE LEARNED THAT AN

UNDISCIPLINED CHILD IS A FRIGHTENED CHILD.

ON THE ONE HAND, THE ADOLESCENT MAY BE ABLE TO RESOLVE THESE

CONFLICTS, IN AN EFFECTIVE MANNER, WITH LITTLE OR NO INTERVENTION,

EXCEPT FROM THE FAMILY. ON THE OTHER HAND, WHAT MAY EMERGE IS

EVIDENCE OF A DEEPLY INGRAINED, MALADAPTIVE PATTERN& BEHAVIOR,

THAT IS PERCEPTIBLY DIFFERENT IN QUALITY FROM PSYCHOTIC OR

NEUROTIC SYMPTOMS. THIS IS BROADLY REFERRED TO AS A PERSONALITY

DISORDER, OR CHARACTER DISORDER. , IT IS GENERALLY OF LONG

DURATION, BECOMING RECOGNIZABLE AROUND THE TIME OF ADOLESCENCE,

THE SUBCATEGORIES OF PERSONALITY DISORDERS'MOST FREQUENTLY SEEN



IN A THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY.SUCH AS SECOND GENESIS ARE THE

°ANTISOCIAL OR DELIN6bENT PERSONALITY, THE PASSIVE4G.GRESSIVE

PERSONALITY, AND THE AGGRESSIVE REACTION TO ADOLESCENCE,

THE PERSON WHO DEVELOPS A CHARACTER DLSORDER IS DIFFERENTIATED

FROM THE NEUROTIC BY HIS MANNER OF "LURCHING" FROM ONE SELF-IMPOSED

CONFLICT TO ANOTHER, AND BY THE REPETITIVENESS WITH WHICH HE

APPLIES PARTIAL, INEFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS TO THESE CONFLICTS MANY

PERSONS WITH CHARACTER DISORDERS BELIEVE THAT THEIR SURVIVAL

ACTUALLY DEPENDS ON THEIR CONTINUING TO BEHAVE AS THEY HAVE

ALWAYS BEHAVED.

AL7HOUGH TRADITIONAL PSYCHOTHERAPEUTIC APPROACHES HAVE HAD

LITTLE SUCCESS IN WORKING WITH INDIVIDUALS WITH PERSONALITY

DISORDERS, IT WOULD BE PRESUMPTUOUS. OF ANY MENTAL HEALTH

PROFESSIONAL TO PROFESS THAT THEIRS IS THE ONLY APPROACH TO

'THIS FQRMIDABLE PROBLEM.

4" 1

WHAT 1 PROPOSE, IS TO TELL YOU ABOUT ONE APPROACH WITH A

PROVEN TRACK RECORD OF SUCCESS THE THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY'.

THIS IS THE MODALITY THAT IS USED AT SECOND GENESIS AND

APPROXIMATELY 300 OTHER PROGRAMS OPERATING IN 47 STATES.

THE SECRET,BEHIND OUR sutuss IS NOT THAT WE ARE PROFOUND,

BUT RATHER THAT WE ARE PRACTICAL, IF, AS WE BELIEVE, PEER GROUP

PRESSURE IS THE MAJOR CATALYTIC FORCE IN THE ADOLESCENT'S LIFE,

WHY CAN'T WE USE A SIMILAR PEER GROUP PRESSURE TO HELP THE

INDIVIDUAL CHANGE IMMATURE SOCIAL BEHAVIOR, ACQUIRE SOCIALLY

ACCEPTED'VALUES, AND ACHIEVE A MORE SATISFACTORY ADJUSTMENT.

THIS ISA.HE ESSENCE OF THE PROGRAM WE OFFER.

THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY IS,A GROUP OF INDIVIDUALS LIVING

ANb WOOIKING TOGETHER IN A HIGHLY STRUCTURED, 24-HOUR-PER-DAY

SETTING THAT SERVES AS A "UNIVERSITY" FOR SELF-AWARENESS,

SELF-REALIZATION, AND RESULTING BEHAVIORAL CHANGES. EACH

INDIVIDUAL LEARNS THAT PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE BEHAVIOR IS A

RESULT OF FREE CHOICE, AND THAT WE ARE ULTIMATELY RESPONSIBLE

FOR OUR OWN CONDITION. To MAKE CHOICES, AND TO ACCEPT THE
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CONSEQ NCES F THOSE CHOICES IS PRIMARY TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF
.

RESPONSIBILIT IN EACH RESIDENT. IN THIS DEMANDING SOCIAL SYSTEM,

EACH INDIVIDIJL FUNCTIONS AS AN INTEGRAL,IrT, WITH A DEFINITE

ROLE, SELF-DISCIPLINE MUST BEGIN TO DEVELIOP IF ONE IS TO MEET

INCREASING PEER EXPECTATIONS. AND ONE'S RESPONSIBILITIES WITHIN

THE COMMUNITY..

As THE ADOLESCENT DEMONSTRATES LEVELS OF SELF-AWARENESS,

RESPONSIBILITY, AND DISCIPLINE APPROPRIATE TO THE COMMUNITY-

AT-LARGER HE 1$ ASSISTED .(THROUGH CONTINUED TREATMENT) FAMILY

THERAPY, AND VOCATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL COUNSELING) IN YRANSFERRING

THE SENSE oF BELONGING HE HAS DEVELOPED, TO THE LARGER COMMUNITY/

I HAVE INCLUDED AN EXTENSIVE OVERVIEW OF THE SECOND GENESIS

PROGRAM AS, AN ADDENDUM TO MY TESTIMONY, AND WOULD APPRECIATE IT

BEING INCLUDED AS PART OF THE RECORD'.

THE SUCCESS OF THE THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY ALSO CARRIES A

RELATIVELY LOW PRICE TAG, IT COSTS APPROXIMATELY $21 PER DAY TO

TREAT AN ADOLESCENT AT SECOND GENESI!, THIS IS IN SHARP CONTRAST

TO THE APPROXIMATELY $40 PER DAY COST OF DETENTION, OR THE

$300-$400 PER DAY COST OF HOSPITALIZATION,

FISCAL COSTS AND SAVINGS ARE EASILY CALCULATED AND REDUCED

TO FIGURES NOT SO HUMAN COSTS AND,SAVINGS. IT IS TRAGIC

THAT, AT A TIME WHEN NEED IS GREATEST, PROGRAMS ARE/FULL TO

OVERFLOWING AND FACING CUTBACKS. -To CITE A FEW EXAMPLES:

* GATEWAY FOUNDATION IN tHICAGO HAS 250 FILLED TREATMENT

SLOTS AND044 CURRENTLY ON WAITING LISTS.

* SPECTRUM HOUSE IN MASSACHUSETTS HAS ONLY 40 TREATMENT;

SLOTS BUT IS CARRYING 51 RESIDENTS IN TREATMENT, AND

HAS BEEN INFORMED THAT FUNDING IS TO BE CUT BACK TO

30 SLOTS.

IN THE STATE OF HEW YORK, 3,000 DRUG TREATMENT SLOTS

ARE SLATED TO BE CUT THIS YEAR.

IN MASSACHUSETTS WHERE THERE WERE 150 TREATMENT PROGRAMS

, 2 YEARS AGO, THERE ARE CURRENTLY ONLY 115 AND BY NEXT

YEAR PROJECTIONS INDICATE THERE WILL BE NO MORE THAN 80.
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tN MY OWN PROGRAM, SECOND GENESIS,'OUR COMBINED CONTRACTS

FOND 255 TREATMENT SLOTS: WE ARE CARRYINCAPPROXIMATELY 280

RESIDENTS IN TREATMENT, AND HAVE AT LEAST 55 OTHERS ON WAITING

LISTS. FOR THE tIME BEING...OUR TREATMENT SLOTS HAVE NOT BEEN

CUT. INSTEAD, WE HAVE BEEN TOLD'10 TREAT THE SAME NUMBER OF

PEOPLE WITH 10 PERCENT LESS MONEY, A SITUATION WHICH IS FURTHER

EXACERBATED BY THE FACT THAT, PRIOR TTHESE .CUTS, OUR ACTUAL

TREATMENT COSTS ALREADY EXCEEDED WHAT WE WERE PAID BY

. APPROXIMATELY 16.4 PERCENT.

I CANNOT BEGIN TO ESTIMATE THE NUMBER OF YOUNG PEOPLE

NATIONWIDE, WHO ARE WAITING, of NEED, TREATMENT. IHE MULTI-

FACETED PROBLEMS OF JUVENILE DRUG ABUSE,AND juvENILE CRIME

DEMAND ACTION. THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITIES, SUCH AS SECOND GENESIS,

ARE ONE MEANS OF ACTING EFFECTIVELY.

THANK You, SENATOR SPECTER, FOR TAKING THE TIME TO,FOCUS'

ON THESE ISSUES, AND CALLING AT1ENTION TO THE NEED FOR
4

SOLUTIONS. I APPRECIATE THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY, AND WOULD

MAKE:MYSELF AVAILABLE !F.! CAN BE OF FURTHER ASSISTANCE TO THE

MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW OF SCCOND'GENESIS, INC.

z

Second Genesis, a private, nonprofit, professional treatment
agency, specializes in providing rehabilitation-treatment services
to drug abusers, offenders, and others who have established non-
coping, irresponsible lifestyles. Such treatment is provided
through both outpatient and inpatient COMDOnents, with therapeutic
community, residential treatment being our prdnarv rehabilitation
approach. Treatment in a therapeutic community consists of a
highly structured, thoroughly supervised, twenty-four-hour-per-
day,lchemical-free residential program which typically takes
eighteen to twenty-four months to complete.

The second Genesis program has often been described as a
school which educates people who have nev,er learned how to live
*and feel worthy without hurting themselves and others. Second
Genesis helps people who have tried again and again-to act what
they wanted from life and have continually defeated themselves.
The principle Combines the basic and universal human values of
knowledge, love, honesty and work with the dynamic instrument
of intense group pressure in order to recognize and help correct
the personality defects which peevent people f-rom living by
these values. The results are rehabilitation so that the
individual may reenter his or her community as an independent
and productive person.
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The Seeond Genesiprogram had its origin ih June, 1969, as
the drug abuse component Of the- Alexandria Community Mental Health
Center. At that time, the Center received a contract from the
N4tiona1 Institute of Mental Health for a community-action Oriented
aftercare program for narcotic addicts from Northern Virginia who
were comMitted to the Narcotic Addict Rehabilitation Act.(NARA)
Program by a Federal. Court.

It was early recognized that in certain instances outpatient
care, with urine surveillance checks, was not enough,. A residential
therapeuic community program was initiated in mid-March of 1970.
Named by its occupants, The SeCond Genesis, this program had as
its goal the complete.rehabilitation of its residents to pro-
ductive rather than An enslaved way of life. This goal was
accomplished through its rigotous therapeutic regimen, a highly
structured, nonpermissive, self-help proaram.

Because of the essential expansion of and demand for the
services of the Secend Genesis therapeutic community, not only
.from Alexandria but from the ad)acent jurisdi,ctions, it became
necessary tp separate this vital component of services frOm the
Alexandria Community Mental Health Center to permit the
.regionaIi'zation of prOaramming. At its January 11, 1971,
meeting, the Advisory Board of the Alexandria Community Mental
Health Center endorsed the separation of the Second Genesis from
the Alexandria Community Mental Health Center; the Board further
endorsed the concept of transfer and contieuation of the rug
treatment and rehabilitation program (including the NAPA contract)

'within-the fraMework of a ptivate, nonprofit corporation, Second
Genesis, Inc. Thus, Second Genesis was incorporated under Section
501C of the Federal Tneernal Revenue Code, and in June, 1971, it
was formally established as an independent organization.

Second Genesis now provides treatment rehabilitation tervices
primarily to the Washington, D. C., Maryland and Virginia'Areas.

The program is staffed by a multidisciplinary professional .
group which includes a staff psychiatrist, 4._Ph.D. level clinical
psychologist, master's degree mental healthlttnd vocational
reh,lbilitation counselors,.learning disabilities specialists,
addiction specialists and a research analyst. The facilities
are staffed by individuals, many of whom have completed treatment
communities like Second Genesis and have gone on for further
training as mental health professionals, This diversity of
specialized skills perMits the selective application-of group
therapy and individual counseling, educational and vocational
services.

The Second Genesis therapeutic communities are residential
rehabilitation centers which provide a family-like setting for
persons regardless of age, sex, race, ethnic group, or socio-
economic status.all striving for the comMon goal of self-reliance
at the same time discovering love and self-respect.

Residential treatment is implemented through two treatment
phases with each phase usually lasting about ayear. During
Phase I, the resident's entire functional routine takeS place
within the facility, with treatment emphasis being Placed on the
development of responsible behavior and attitudes. Each resident
is responsible for an in-facility job function, the nature of
which changes regularly according to the therapeutic value of
the specific job. Each resident participates in regular, three-
timcs-per-week, encounter group therapy, and individUal therapy
is provided on an as needed baSis throughout the day. During
Phil! . II, encounter therapy is reduced and weekly psychodynamic



-<jrp therapy_ becomes a new part of the therapeuti:c regimen.
In addition, residents rec&Ive vocational assessment and
counseling, followed by vocational.assistance in defining and
implementing an.occupational plan. 'Prior to entering Phase, III
the outpatient phase of the rehabilitation process, a resident
must have stable, income producing employment, an ample savings
account, an approvedoresidenee outside .of the program, and the

.individual'must be considered clinipally ready for responsible,
independent functioning. 'Phase TIT individuals'are reaUired to
participate%in weekly outpatient group therapy ahd urine sur-
veillance for a three to six month period prior to graduation
from the program.

Second Genesis is fonded primarily through contractual
arrangements with: The State of Maryland, Drug Abuse Administration,
Department of Juvenile Services, and_ Department of Social Services;
The DiStrict of (olumbia', )epartment of Human Resources; Prince
George's County, Maryland; Montgomery County, Maryland; The...Common
wealth .of Virginia, Department of Mental Health and Mental ReCardation,
and the Departments of-Social Services and Youth Service. Payment
for services is rendered according to the specific terms of each-
Contract; further, each funding soulce Has its own.specific
adm1ni5;trative. eligibility criteria which must be met by the
individual in order to be funded. Supplementary funding is

N.,...received in the form of cash and in-kind contributions from the
general community.

-The rehabilitat on program at Second Genesis consists of the

A. -.Diagnosis and Evaluation

Second .Cenesis, Inc., offers a)wide range of diagnostic
procedures. These i..rocedures include comprehensive social.-
histories, ps'ychiatric eaminatfon, psychological testing ahd
assessment, and vocational-educational histories.

Referrals are generally acce?ted from puthltized
representat.ives ,of federal, state and local governments; although
any indivieu,1 intere.Med-in rehabilitation may contact Second ,

EAch c:ndidale will first be interViewed by a
stafi cou:,s,lor In erder to collect background -data and to conduct
a prLliminary scr,:ening of suttability for varticipaLien in the
pro-;rdm. NxL, th .candidate will be sen for a psychiatric and
psychological cvaluaticn in order to assess the degree and'extent.
of p:;ychiatric-syhological disability as weLt as to measure the
motivation of tile candidate fnr rehabilitation. The data collected
will then Le discused at a rogular diagnostic conference with a
viyehiatrist, psycholo,list, counselor, addicl.on specichist and
other pro.fesionals pre:lent. Based on this conference, a clinical
disi,ositio-recom7lendatinn will be made as to whether or not the
calfdidate is suitablb for trratMeA: This recommendation when
necesry, is then-presented to aft.:o..fficial of the eeurt system
for. disposition.7.1

If the.eandidate is found suitable for treatment, he/she
will then be provided with a. general phySical, including routine
laboratory tests. "if the findings of the physical exaMination
are unremarkable, including .a determinal that.the candidate is
without a physiological need for detoxification, residential
treatment-will be iniLiatd. For those. candidates reiviring
detoxification before entering the faciAity Second Genesis staff_
will'assist the individual and/or the authorized representative
in arranging for detoxification..
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Residents placed in the program by the court system -come
to us after a comprehensive joint evaluation and mutual recommendation.
Full cooperation..and communication are present throughout the.:

treatment process.

B. Treatment and Rehabilitation .

The primary modality for treatment utilized in the
residence is the therapeutic community interaction.- The daily
activities of the facility arc under the direction of experienced
addiction specialists, who in turn are supervised by a psychiatrist
_and clinical psychologist. This team meets frequently during the-
week for patient staffings in order to continually monitor the
psychological growth of each resident. Each faCility has twenty-
four hour coverage proiAided -by professional staff ahd responsible
older residents.

Therapy is a twenty-four-hour-a-day procesS in the'
Community. ilcginning with morning meeting. at 9:00 am. , every
moment of the resident's day is designed to enhance, stimulate
and acceler:!te personal growth leading to self-rosponSibiliLy,
frecdom frova-chical abuse and elimination of antisocial .

behavior. Following morning Meeting, the resident reports to
his job assignment until lunch. After lunch, all residents
attend seminz,rs, clef3icincd to broaden tik scope of the socially
handicap;wd drug abusers. Returning WhiLl job function after
seminar awl remainin9 there until dinner, which is held at
approid.mately 5:30'p.m., the resident prepares himself for .

encounter thrap.y'three Limes a week on Monday,,,:2ednesday, and
Fritlay cvcnings. f an:individual has- not,finished hinh school,
he will attend 'clastes in the racility on Tuesday, and. Thurstlay-
.to obtain the General Equivalency Diploma (Cl:D).,

Throughout tho resident's stay in'the facility,
unscheduled urine. Samples are collected and analyzed to insure
a chemicol-frce environment. pirect counseling is provided for
personal, educational, social and vocational problems on either
an individual or group basis.

Special treatment, counseling, and orientation services
are scheduled for the families of residents.

Wherever possible; emphasis is given to the continuance
of education even while a resident of the house. This takes the
form of preparation for the GED, or actual matriculation, while

a resident, in a local high school or university.

When, in the opinion of the professional staff of Second
Genesis, a patient is ready to begin his gradual reentry to the
,community, he will be provided with vocational counseling directed
toward career development and job placement or further educational
endeavors. Budgetary planning and guidance will also be afforded
him as he prepares himself to live outside the therapeutic
community facility.

When the patient has graduated from the Second Genesis,
Inc., therapeutic community, follow-up will continue until such
time as the professional staff considers him ready for dischatge
from the program.

C. Administrative Services

(1) "At regular intervals, patient progress reports on
all residents are fprwarded to the appropriate court and A

governmental officials, when required.



(2) tpecial reports will be sent whenever, significant
change takes place in the patient..s status, i.e., when he leaves
the program before treatment is completed or is dropped from the
program, when he graduates from the therapeutic community and
when he is discharged from the program. Those to be notified pf
such changes by Second Genesis, Inc., will include, when appropriate,
the family, probation officer, and the court system.

D. Fwhily and Community Participation

An important goal of Second Genesis is to create community
awareness and understanding of its concepts and ideals as well as
of the characteristics and'problems of its residents.. Following
are some of the provisions made toward this goali

(1) Twice each month, the- parents of residents-and other
interested citizens'meet in what we term ,"cerebration sessions."
In these sessions, concepts of group interaction similar to those
used inside.the house are applied toward the understanding of such
topdcs as drug abuse, behavioral problems of residents, and
emotional growth;

(2) Once a month, the residents of Second Genesis hold
an open house. This gives friends, relatives, businessmen, and
interested-citizens the opportunity of meeting the staff and
resident'S, and the opportunity to see.and learn about what we are
trying to accomplish;

(3) The staff and residents of Second Genesis readily
accept invitations to speak to sponsored groups who wish to know
about our program. Many times this provides an opportunity for
an open dialogue between Second Genesis and the .cemmunity. We
haverspoken-to many diferent groups-ot,'-people-at grade schodls,
high schools, colleges, and various youth, church and civic
organizations;

(4) Second Gepesis participates in many charitable
community endeavors on a regular basis, such as sponsoring
Christmas parties for underprivileged children;

(5) Second Genesis Staff provides formal group therapy
to the spouses or parents of the residents. The goal is to assure
the level of communication and growth-necessary between a resident
.and his or her family for ihe transition from inpatient to out-
patient status, to be successful;

(6) Twice a month, families and interested people from
the community are provided an cpportunity to meet. with tte staff
in order to gain an understanding of the level of communication
and growth being developed in the treatment proceA.

REFERRALS

Anyone can mgke referrals by contacting the .Intake Counselors
located at the following addresseS:

Second Genesis, Inc. Second Genesis, Inc.
1204 Prince Street , 4720 Montgomery Lane
Alexandria, Virginia 22314Suite 502
(703) 683-4610 Beth-esda, Maryland 20014
Mon.-Fri. (301) 656-1545

Mon.-Fri. 9-5

. ;



Senator Spacrsa. The hearing is adjOurned.
[Whereupon, at 10:30 a.m., the subcommitte was adjourned.]


